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ABSTRACT 

 

Characterizing the relationships between micro- and nano-scale structure and the 

interfacial and mechanical properties of biological and bio-inspired materials 

 

by 

 

Thomas Rocco Cristiani 

 

Interfacial phenomena and materials properties are not only influenced by the 

chemical makeup, and therefore the highly localized intermolecular forces, between 

surface and bulk molecules, but also can heavily depend on geometry, self-assembly, 

dynamic/transient interactions, and the development of specific micro- and nano-

structure. This general principle can be applied to a variety of systems including 

inorganic materials, polymeric materials, complex fluids and colloidal systems, and 

biological and bio-inspired materials. This dissertation explores how micro-/nano-

structure and dynamic phenomena influence the macroscopic properties and performance 

of two broad classes of materials: (i) mussel-mimetic polymer materials and adhesives 

and (ii) consumer skincare and hair care products.  

In Part 1 (Chapters 2 and 3) of this dissertation, two different materials systems 

inspired by Mytilus mussels have been synthesized. Chapter 2 presents nanoscale 

adhesion and cohesion force measurements of a mussel-mimetic adhesive peptoid 

between mica surfaces to further elucidate the mechanisms mussels employ to achieve 

robust wet adhesion. Comparing these results to those measured using peptide molecules 



 

 x 

of identical sequence, we determine that nano-scale aggregation and the formation of 

transient secondary structure, driven by backbone hydrogen bonding, exists only in the 

peptide molecules, causing differences in the nano-structure and hydration of solution-

deposited films in each system, and therefore influencing the intermolecular interactions 

available between opposing surfaces. Chapter 3 focuses on translating strong but 

reversible iron-catechol coordination chemistry found in the mussel’s byssal threads to 

dry epoxy networks in order to achieve enhanced mechanical strength and toughness 

through reversible energy dissipation. We find that there exists a critical iron-catechol 

complex concentration above which the materials develop an ionomeric nano-structure, 

which provides an additional mode of stress translation, thereby further increasing the 

material’s mechanical properties. 

Part 2 (Chapters 4 and 5) shifts focus from mussel-mimetic materials to measuring 

the friction and adhesion of consumer skincare and hair care products. Chapter 4 explores 

the friction dynamics of model skin creams using a high-speed friction attachment to the 

surfaces forces apparatus. We demonstrate that analysis of the time-varying frequency 

components of friction signals can unambiguously differentiate between different modes 

of sliding, giving insights into how surface and fluid properties impact tribological 

properties. Finally, Chapter 5 details the development of a custom instrument designed to 

measure the exceedingly weak adhesion forces between human hair fibers both clean and 

coated with consumer hair care products. Calibrating the native elasticity of the hair 

fibers, we can use their own mechanical properties to measure forces as low as ~1 nN 

using a simple optical microscope. We find that the micro-/nano-structure on the hair 

surface causes broad, spatially-variant distributions in the adhesion force between fibers 



 

 xi 

and necessitates large numbers of replicate experiments, which have been automated. A 

model which uses topographical measurements of the hairs’ surfaces has also been 

developed which can predict the magnitude, breadth, and shape of the complex, 

multimodal adhesion force distributions from the differential surface geometry.  
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1 Introduction, motivation, and background 

 

Many biologically relevant materials are governed by meso-scale interactions between 

amorphous polymeric molecules which are often arranged through self-assembly and 

aggregation into specific structures on the nanometer to micron length scales. These length 

scales are larger than the precise atomic ordering of crystalline solids, making them difficult 

to measure precisely with typical scattering and diffraction techniques, but small enough to 

not be measurable with simpler techniques such as optical microcopy and macroscopic force 

measurements. Therefore, to determine the important intermolecular interactions in such 

materials systems and gain insights into the mechanisms by which their structures determine 

their function requires a combination of both reductionist approaches, such as synthesizing 

model systems which incorporate and distil key molecular motifs found in the natural 

systems, as well as constructionist approaches which employ careful experimental and 

instrument design to directly measure interactions in ways which closely mimic the native 

biological systems. This thesis explores the relationships between micro- and nano-scale 

structure and macroscopic properties in a variety of biological and bio-inspired materials 

using nanoscale force measurements, polymer synthesis and characterization, tribological 

experiments, and custom instrument control and data analysis algorithms.  

 

1.1 Part 1: Mussel-inspired materials 

The marine mussel’s ability to use durable byssal threads and plaques to adhere to 

various rocky surfaces and remain steadfast in raging ocean tides has inspired the research 

and development of many advanced synthetic materials, including underwater adhesives [1–

6], self-healing materials [7–12], tough and extensible hydrogels [11, 13–16], functional 
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coatings [3, 17–19], and even battery materials [20]. Sequencing of the proteins the mussel 

produces to form its plaques and threads [3] has revealed a high concentration of the cationic 

amino acid lysine (Lys) and the post-translationally-modified amino acid 3,4-

dihydroxyphenylalanine (Dopa), both at the plaque-substrate interface and within the byssal 

threads. Dopa’s main functional feature is a catechol terminated side-chain which is 

chemically diverse and can participate in mono-/bidentate hydrogen bonding, metal-ligand 

coordination bonding, and oxidative covalent coupling.  

In Chapter 3, using nano-scale adhesion and cohesion force measurements, we study 

the effects of Dopa ring hydroxylation and backbone chemistry/structure in mussel-mimetic 

model peptides and peptoids to learn more about the molecular-scale details of the 

adhesive/cohesive mechanism in the mussel’s interfacial proteins. We find that trends in 

adhesion/cohesion force with varying ring hydroxylation heavily depend on the backbone 

chemistry and its effect on intermolecular aggregation.  

This study is followed in Chapter 3 by the presentation of a dry, high-modulus, energy 

dissipating epoxy network, inspired by the byssal thread’s cuticle, which contains reversible 

iron-catechol coordination bonds. We demonstrate that the addition of iron-complexes causes 

orders-of-magnitude increases in the mechanical properties of the network, which can be 

explained not only by the complexes themselves, but also by the nano-scale iron clusters 

which they form.  

Both studies reinforce the notion that molecular- and nano-scale interactions drive 

macro-scale function within biological and bio-inspired materials and should always be 

considered in materials design.     
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1.2 Part 2: Tribological and adhesive properties of consumer products 

Consumer skincare, hair care, and cosmetic products must achieve their desired 

functions (moisturization, lubrication, coloration, cleaning, disinfection, etc.) while also 

being pleasing to the individual using them. At a simple level, changing a product’s color or 

scent can make it more desirable to the target audience. However, more subtle phenomena, 

such as how the product feels and behaves are more difficult to engineer. Often, consumer 

products companies will formulate large numbers of prototypes and employ panels of experts 

or general consumers to provide feedback on the prototypes’ feeling and behavior using 

surveys. These methods are time consuming, expensive, and can be limited by selection bias. 

It is more efficient, therefore, to determine how consumer perception of a product correlates 

with not only the product’s formulation, but perhaps the physical properties of the product as 

well. 

In Part 2 of this dissertation, we present two methods for measuring the frictional and 

adhesive properties of consumer skincare products between polymer surfaces (Chapter 4) and 

hair care products between individual hair fibers (Chapter 5). Unique instrumentation was 

developed for each study and is discussed in their respective chapters.  

 

1.3 Background 

1.3.1 Intermolecular interactions 

Surfaces and molecules attract and repel at a distance according the specific and non-

specific interactions governed by their constituent atoms which are exclusively 

electromagnetic in nature. The simplest representation of these interactions when considering 

just two interacting atoms/molecules is a pair potential, w(r), which encapsulates the 
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energetic requirements associated with bringing the two molecules from infinite separation to 

some separation distance, r [21]. The force of this interaction, f, can be obtained by 

computing the negative derivative of the pair potential with respect to the separation distance. 

This pair potential and the forces derived from it can be complex, even for simple 

molecules interacting across a single-component medium, because the overall pair potential 

involves contributions from each atom within the molecules interacting with themselves and 

with the atoms from the molecules in the medium. Explicitly determining this pair potential 

from first principles would therefore require full quantum mechanical treatment of each 

constituent atom in the system, which, even with some of the world’s most powerful 

supercomputers, is not feasible for systems containing more than 100s of atoms.  

Therefore, for practical reasons, the types of electromagnetic interactions that 

contribute to these pair potentials have be categorized by their unique functional forms and 

can be simplified into four main categories: (i) van der Waals interactions, which arise from 

permanent and induced dipoles, dispersion forces, and polarizability between atoms, (ii) 

electrostatic interactions between permanently charged species, (iii) hydrogen bonding, 

arising from specific dipolar and charge-transfer-mediated interactions which involve 

electronegative species (such as F, Cl, Br, I, O, S, Se, N, P, or C) covalently bound to H, and 

(iv) solvation interactions, which, in water, include both (a) highly-attractive hydrophobic 

interactions arising from the depletion of water and the disruption of water’s hydrogen 

bonding network near hydrophobic surfaces, and (b) repulsive hydrophilic interactions which 

arise from the osmotic pressure needed to dehydrate hydrophilic surface groups and remove 

hydration layers from solutes. The distance dependence of the van der Waals and 

electrostatic interactions, when considered for extended surfaces interacting across a liquid 
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medium, can be combined and described by the Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek 

(DLVO) theory [21–23]. Hydrogen bonding and solvation forces are less understood and do 

not have a well established interaction potential, though recent progress has been made on 

developing a combined, empirical hydrophobic/hydrophilic interaction potential [24]. 

Knowing the interaction potentials allows for extrapolation of these interactions to extended 

surfaces and more complicated geometries to compute the full force-distance profile for two 

interacting bodies, F(D). 

 
Figure 1.1 – Interaction potentials in biological and colloidal systems. Depiction of the varied interaction 

potentials which may exist between two complex macromolecules, biomembrane surfaces, or surfaces 

interacting across complex fluids. No one system is likely to display all of these interactions at the same time. 

However, biological molecules and surfaces often interact via four or more of these forces either simultaneously 

or following on one another. Reproduced from  [21].  

These simpler fundamental interactions become even more complicated in colloidal 

systems, which involve larger molecules, polymers, self-assembled membranes, and proteins. 
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To describe such colloidal systems, one must also consider steric repulsions, polymer 

bridging, complementary ‘lock-and-key’ interactions, entropic fluctuations, depletion 

attractions, and other potentially oscillatory structural forces. These mesoscopic interactions 

are also often non-equilibrium in nature and depend heavily on the rate of approach and 

separation or whether or not interacting molecules/surfaces have been sheared. 

1.3.2 Friction 

Friction is inherently different from the interaction forces described above because it 

is defined as a reactionary force, which responds to the motion between two surfaces. If two 

surfaces were molecularly smooth and interacting in intimate contact (in air or vacuum), and 

their atoms were in perfect register with those making up the opposing surface, the friction 

force would be related to the force required to laterally move the surfaces one atomic 

distance, or one lattice site. This process involves both the dilation of the two surfaces to 

accommodate the rearrangement of surface atoms as well as the force required to break the 

physical adhesive bonds between the atoms. The force required to complete these processes 

is the frictional force [25]. For less regular geometries, the same principles apply, but effects 

originating from the momentum and elasticity of surface asperities can further complicate the 

friction response.  

Finally, if two surfaces are interacting across an intervening medium, like a lubricant 

or complex fluid, molecular ordering, such as polymer alignment and shear-induced 

crystallization/melting, can change the resistance to shear by changing the fluid viscosity or 

jamming the component molecules in place [26]. This change in the system’s resistance to 

sliding can have varied dependencies on the applied normal load and shearing velocity 

between the surfaces, and, in combination with surface structure, can lead to friction 
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dynamics such as regular and intermittent stick-slip sliding [27–30] and mechanical 

resonances.  

Chapters 4 and 5 explore the frictional behavior of complex fluids between polymer 

surfaces and hair fibers. Structural and lubricant-induced friction dynamics, including stick-

slip friction, are observed in both systems.  

 

1.4 Experimental techniques 

1.4.1 The Surface Forces Apparatus (SFA) 

The surface forces apparatus (SFA, schematically represented in Figure 1.2A, full-

scale drawing in) is used in Chapters 2 and 4 to measure the attractive and repulsive forces 

between interacting surfaces. Classically, the SFA uses multiple-beam interferometry (MBI) 

[21, 31, 32] to measure the absolute distance, to < 1 Å resolution, between atomically smooth 

pieces of back-silvered mica which are configured in a cross-cylinder geometry (Figure 1.2). 

This is achieved first by sending columnated white light through the surfaces, which, due to 

the silver layers, are typically only 1% transmissive. The light then constructively and 

destructively interferes between the silver layers and is passed through a spectrometer where 

it is split into its component wavelengths, forming fringes of equal chromatic order (FECO, 

Figure 1.2B). The wavelength of the center of an ‘odd’ order fringe when the mica surfaces 

are in intimate contact in dry nitrogen, 𝜆𝑛
0 , can then be compared to the wavelength, 𝜆𝑛

𝐷, of 

the same order fringe when the surfaces are separated by some unknown distance, D, in order 

to compute the distance. The details of the MBI equations can be found in  [31, 32].  
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Figure 1.2 – The principles of the SFA. (A) Schematic of SFA setup depicting the full optical path. This 

illustration also includes representations of the bimorph slider and friction sensing devices, tribological 

attachments used to translate the bottom surface and measure parallel forces, respectively. (B) Representation of 

FECO fringes produced by the SFA from mica surfaces which are in hard contact in air (top, D = 0) and 

separated by D ≈ 9.9 nm (bottom). The fringes appear as β and γ doublets due to the birefringence of mica. Also 

represented are the green and yellow Hg calibration lines. Finally, the flatting of the fringes in hard contact is 

due to elastic deformations in the mica and supporting glue layers. (C) Generic force vs. distance profile 

showing the instabilities, which can occur at the positions indicated. The surfaces will jump together on 

approach and apart on separation when the slope of F(D) is equal to the measuring spring constant. The 

adhesion force is equivalent to the jump out distance multiplied by the spring constant. An infinitely stiff spring 

would therefore not have any instabilities and therefore experience no jumps. There are no equilibrium positions 

between the jump in and jump out points. (All panels adapted from  [31]).  
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Figure 1.3 – Scale drawing of an SFA 2000, SurForce LLC. (Adapted from  [31]). This front view of the SFA 

shows its major components, including the different coarse, fine, and ultra-fine motion controls, force-

measuring and anti-backlash springs, optical ports and electrical ports. Also shown are ports allowing for 

control of the temperature, humidity, and gas content within the main SFA chamber.  

The distance between the surfaces far from contact can be controlled precisely and 

linearly by moving the bottom surface, mounted on a double cantilever spring of constant, k, 

up and down using a linear motor or by moving the top surface up and down using a piezo 

electric crystal (Figure 1.3). When the surfaces interact, the bottom surface will deflect 

positively (repulsive) or negatively (attractive) with respect to the expected position. 

Therefore, the measured distance between the surfaces, D, can be compared to the expected 

distance from calibrating the motion of the piezo or motor, Dexpected, and used to calculate the 

force between the surfaces, 𝐹 = 𝑘(𝐷 − 𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑). 

 For strongly adhering surfaces, there may be jump in and jump out instabilities which 

arise from the slope of the interaction potential exceeding the spring constant of the force-

measuring spring. The minimum force measured before jump out is equivalent to the force of 

adhesion, Fad, and can be computed by multiplying the jump out distance, Djump, by the 
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cantilever spring constant. This method is used to measure the adhesive/cohesive forces of 

peptoid molecules between mica surfaces in Chapter 2. 

1.4.2 Uniaxial tensile testing 

Figure 1.4 is a schematic representation of a material under uniaxial tensile stress. 

The material represented on the left is a square prism with initial length, L0, and width and 

depth both equal to the side length s0. Under tensile force, F, the material deforms to a new 

length, L, and side length, s. The strain, ε, is defined as the change in length of the material 

under tension while the stress, σ, can be defined as the tensile force, F, divided by the area 

perpendicular to the tensile loading direction, A = s2. The relationship between σ and ε is 

often used to characterize the mechanical properties of a material. For an ideal purely elastic 

material, σ is directly proportional to ε by a factor known as the elastic modulus, E. These 

materials eventually experience brittle failure and do not deviate from this linear relationship 

at any point along the stress vs. strain curve.  

For most real materials, except for highly crystalline ceramics, this linear relationship 

is true only at low strains. Reorganization of molecules and defects within the material at 

larger strains cause deviations from ideality [33]. In polymeric materials, much of the stress 

response depends on interchain friction, entanglements, and uncoiling of the polymer 

backbones which behave as entropic springs [34–36]. These processes may happen at 

different rates and have different associated energies and therefore cause a polymer material 

to have viscoelastic properties whereby the stress response is highly dependent on the strain 

rate (and/or temperature). This is the most basic overview of polymer mechanics necessary to 

understand the work presented in Chapter 3 and any other information is contained within the 

discussion there. 
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Figure 1.4 – Schematic representation of a material being uniaxially deformed, defining the engineering stress, 

σ, and strain, ε. 

 

1.5 Other materials characterization methods 

Discussed in more detail in the relevant chapters, in addition to the SFA (and its 

tribological attachments) and uniaxial tensile testing, a sweet of materials characterization 

techniques, including infrared spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, small- and wide-angle X-

ray scattering, scanning and transmission electron microscopy, energy dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, 

rheology, differential scanning calorimetry, dynamic mechanical analysis,  and other 

customized mechanical characterization techniques were used to characterize the mechanical, 

chemical, and microstructural properties of the materials presented in this dissertation.  
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2 Mussel-inspired peptoids: Studying the effect of backbone 

chemistry and structure on intrinsically-disordered 

biomolecular adhesives 

 

2.1 Abstract 

Intermolecular interactions are assumed to be dominated by amino acid side chains in 

intrinsically disordered proteins, such as highly charged and catecholic proteins employed by 

marine mussels to induce strong wet adhesion to rocky surfaces. However, it is known that 

the protein backbone influences protein hydration and structure. In this work, using a 

combination of nanoscale force measurements and molecular dynamics simulations, we 

demonstrate that by altering the backbone chemistry of short, mussel-mimetic adhesive 

peptides via synthesizing/modeling their peptoid counterparts, different adhesive/cohesive 

mechanisms between mineral surfaces can be achieved. Specifically, the lack of backbone 

hydrogen bonding allows for minimal intermolecular aggregation in solution and therefore 

the deposition of well-defined monolayers of peptoid molecules, providing a precise model 

system for determining the adhesive and cohesive contributions of the peptoid side chains. 

These insights highlight the possibility for using peptoids or peptoid/peptide hybrids as wet 

adhesives/primers whose intermolecular interactions can be specifically defined by side chain 

and backbone chemistry. 

 

2.2 Introduction 

The marine mussel uses robust byssal threads and plaques to adhere to rocky surfaces 

amidst turbulent waves and tidal forces [1]. Through extensive sequencing of the protein 

cocktail from which the mussel builds its threads and plaques, it has been determined that 
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proteins rich in both 3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (Dopa) and lysine (Lys) amino acids 

become localized at the plaque/substrate interface [1, 2]. Respectively, the catecholic and 

cationic side-chains in these residues are thought to work together to obtain optimal 

adhesion/cohesion through a combination of interactions. Cooperative interactions include 

charge-charge interactions between Lys and negative surface charges, mono- and bi-dentate 

hydrogen bonding between Dopa and surface oxides, metal chelation between Dopa and 

surface transition metals, cation-π bonding between Lys and aromatic side chains, oxidative 

coupling between Dopa residues, hydrophobic interactions, and π-π coupling [1, 3–5]. The 

complexity of this unique adhesive system has inspired numerous studies focused on 

determining the adhesive/cohesive strengths of native mussel proteins, mussel-inspired 

peptides, and mussel-inspired small molecules between various mineral and oxide surfaces  

[4, 6–14]. From these various studies, the relative importance of each of the above-listed 

intermolecular interactions has been inferred. However, absent from the literature is any 

consideration of the intermolecular forces arising from the peptide backbone chemistry and 

structure. Though the peptide sequences relevant to the mussel system are intrinsically 

disordered [15], the peptide backbone inherently influences intra- and intermolecular 

interactions, enabling transient β-sheet-like structuring, restricting backbone conformational 

freedom, and allowing hydrogen bonding with appropriate amino acid side chains. In this 

work, we study the effect of these backbone-mediated interactions by synthesizing peptoid 

analogues whose sequences are identical to peptides [16] inspired by mussel foot protein five 

(mfp-5) and measuring their surface interactions with mica using the surface forces apparatus 

(SFA). These results are corroborated with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of both the 

peptide and peptoid molecules in solution and interacting with mica surfaces. 
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To give context to the current work, it is important to review the findings of the previous 

study by Gebbie, et al.  [16] on peptide molecules whose sequences inspire the peptoid 

sequences in this work. In the previous study, cystine-linked dimers of a high-isoelectric-

point segment of mfp-5, exhibiting high adhesion between cross-cylinder mica surfaces, were 

synthesized with varying amounts of ring hydroxylation in their aromatic residues (sequences 

depicted in Figure 2.1B). The maximum forces required to separate atomically smooth mica 

surfaces coated in these molecules exposed to low pH (< 3), high ionic strength (> 250 mM) 

solutions were reported. For molecules with either phenylalanine (Phe), tyrosine (Tyr), or 

Dopa populating the “X” position in the sequence (shown in Figure 2.1B), it was shown that 

multilayer films were consistently deposited, and all forces measured were due to cohesive 

interactions. To corroborate this interpretation, asymmetrical and symmetrical depositions of 

the peptide molecules, in which peptide films were deposited on one or both opposing mica 

surfaces, were shown to exhibit statistically identical pull-off forces for each peptide 

sequence. Most surprisingly, however, the strongest cohesive interactions were measured for 

the Phe-containing molecules, with the Tyr- and Dopa-containing molecules exhibiting 

lower, but equivalent cohesion. Comparing this trend in cohesion to the low cohesion of a 

hydrophobic leucine-substituted control sequence, it was inferred that the main cohesive 

interactions are cation-π-mediated, which are reduced by the entropically unfavorable steric 

contributions of the Tyr and Dopa hydroxyl groups. However, the authors were not so bold 

as to rule out other potential interactions. In this manuscript, we explore the possibility that 

the backbone chemistry and structure of the peptide molecules in the previous study are 

significant enough to impact the types of adhesive/cohesive interactions available to these 

classes of molecules. We observe significant differences between the adhesion/cohesion 
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strengths of the asymmetrically- and symmetrically-deposited peptoid films, allowing us to 

conclude that the peptoids can form distinct monolayers at each mica surface, driven by 

reduced aggregation in the absence of backbone hydrogen bonding groups. The peptoid films 

are also shown to be more densely packed, and therefore less hydrated, due to the backbone’s 

increased hydrophobicity.  

 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Design and synthesis of peptoids 

Each peptoid sequence is comprised of peptoid analogues for the amino acids Lys, 

glycine (Gly), and cysteine (Cys), in addition to analogues of one of the aromatic amino 

acids Phe, Tyr, or Dopa. The locations and quantities of the Gly, Cys, Lys, and aromatic 

analogue residues are conserved among the three peptoids (Figure 2.1B). These 34-residue 

chains have sequences identical to the peptide sequences published in the previous work by 

Gebbie et al. and, more importantly, are prominently featured in mfp-5. The high charge 

content of the peptoid sequences, afforded by the ~35% Lys composition, allows these 

molecules to displace potassium ions bound to mica surfaces [17] and form multiple 

Coulombic interactions per peptoid molecule, thus nearly-irreversibly binding the first (and 

sometimes only) layer of each molecule to the mica surface. The aromatic side chains (Phe, 

Tyr, Dopa) mediate other interactions such as hydrophobic interactions, cation-π 

complexation, π-π interactions, and hydrogen bonding (for Tyr and Dopa only). Though 

these side-chain-mediated interactions are important, the most interesting feature of the 

peptoid molecules for this study is their backbone chemistry and structure. Peptoids differ 

from peptides simply by the relocation of the side chains from the α-carbon to the nitrogen. 
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This change in side chain placement causes the α-carbon to be achiral (it now has two 

hydrogen substituents), removes the N-H bond, and therefore the potential for backbone 

hydrogen bond donation, and weakens the delocalization of electrons in the N-C=O bond in 

the backbone, giving the backbone more conformational freedom. Together, these three 

differences cause peptoids to be more flexible molecules which tend to only form secondary 

(and higher-order) structure via specifically designed side chain interactions  [18–20].  

 

Figure 2.1 – Chemistry and experimental setup.A) A chemical description illustrating the differences between 

generic peptide (top) and peptoid (bottom) molecules. B) The sequence from which all peptides and peptoids 

discussed in this manuscript have been derived. For each molecule, the “X” position in the sequence can be 

either Phe, Tyr, or Dopa (purple) and is internally consistent for a given molecule. The lysine side chain is 

depicted in blue and the glycine side chain (G) is a simple hydrogen. C) Schematic of the SFA 2000 used to 

measure force vs. distance profiles and adhesion/cohesion forces in this study. 

 

2.3.2 Adhesive and cohesive interactions between peptoid films 

When exposed to the 250 mM KNO3, 100 mM acetic acid solutions used in this study 

(high salt conditions) and separated at nanometers-per-second, mica surfaces, such as those 

schematically depicted in Figure 2.1C, are very minimally adhesive (F/R < 2 mN/m, Figure 

2.3C,D). After depositing thin layers of peptoids asymmetrically on one the mica surfaces 

from dilute (~ 1 μM peptoid) solutions at the same high salt conditions (depicted on the left 
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side of the Figure 2.2 inset), adhesion forces of ~5 to 50 mN/m are observed, depending on 

the peptoid chemistry (Figure 2.2). Overall, these forces are similar in magnitude to the 

forces measured via the same method with analogous peptide molecules (Figure 2.2, orange 

bars), but demonstrate a different trend with aromatic ring hydroxylation. Most notably, we 

observe that the pull-off force measured for the asymmetrically deposited Phe peptoid is only 

about 20% of the force measured in the peptide system. However, for the same Phe-

substituted molecules deposited symmetrically on both mica surfaces, the detachment forces 

are comparable to their peptide counterparts. We conclude that this must be due to different 

failure mechanisms in the asymmetrical and symmetrical Phe peptoid systems which are 

driven by the formation of discrete monolayers at each mica surface. Asymmetrical 

deposition therefore leads to weak adhesive failure between both the Phe rings and few 

unbound Lys and the opposing mica surface (Figure 2.5A). Symmetrical deposition allows 

the strongly bound peptoid molecules to interact with one another via cation-π bonding, π-π 

coupling, and hydrophobic forces, leading to high cohesion, similar to what is observed in 

the peptide system  [16] (Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.5B). This difference between asymmetrical 

and symmetrical deposition is not observed in the peptide system due to backbone hydrogen 

bonding causing the peptide molecules to always form small aggregates in solution and 

therefore always deposit as multilayers, not monolayers, on the mica surfaces. 
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Figure 2.2 – Adhesive and cohesive interactions. A summary of the adhesive and cohesive forces between 

asymmetrically (solid bars) and symmetrically (dotted bars) deposited peptide (orange) and peptoid (blue) films 

on mica surfaces using the SFA. Bars indicate standard deviations. A schematic of the opposing mica surfaces 

for both deposition conditions is shown in the inset along with the background solution conditions. It was 

determined in the previous study* with peptide molecules that all forces measured were due to cohesive 

interactions, regardless of deposition method, therefore the solid and dotted bars for the peptide studies overlap. 

The aromatic residue present in each peptide/peptoid molecule is illustrated above each set of bars. *Adapted 

with permission from Gebbie et al.  [16].  

Conversely, for the Dopa peptoid, the film deposition symmetry has little effect on 

the measured forces due to the availability of strong interactions (surface and intermolecular 

hydrogen bonding, surface metal chelation, cation-π bonding, etc.) for either symmetry 

(Figure 2.5C,D). To explain the differences between the strong cohesive interactions 

measured in the Dopa peptoid system and the weaker cohesive interactions measured in the 

Dopa peptide system, we invoke the idea that backbone hydrogen bonding with the Dopa 

side chains in the peptide system disrupts those molecules’ ability to form intermolecular 

bidentate hydrogen bonds and bridging metal coordination bonds with the opposing mica 

surface. Though the thermodynamic equilibrium bonding structure might necessitate the 

formation of these stronger bonds in both the peptide and peptoid system, the backbone 
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hydrogen bonding creates an additional kinetic barrier which may cause equilibration 

timescales of days to weeks.  

 
Figure 2.3 – Representative force curves for the peptoid molecules reveal low compressibility and low 

hydration. Force vs. distance profiles for Phe, Tyr, and Dopa peptoids deposited both A,C) asymmetrically and 

B,D) symmetrically between mica surfaces. Due to the nature of the peptoid deposition, absolute peptoid film 

thicknesses, Dhard wall, cannot be accurately calculated, therefore relative distances, D – Dhard wall to directly 

compare their features near maximum compression, which are still meaningful. The uncertainty in the peptoid 

hard walls across all experiments, and valid for panels A-D, is illustrated by the red horizontal error bar in panel 

B. The compression curves (A,B) are represented with a log scale on the ordinate axis to highlight exponential 

features reminiscent of double-layer and hydration decay lengths.  

Finally, the slight difference in the Tyr peptoid’s adhesive and cohesive interactions 

can be explained by the notion that Tyr will be less likely to displace surface-bound Lys in 

these molecules relative to Dopa, therefore leading to a larger amount of Tyr-mica (vs. Dopa-

mica and Lys-mica) interactions in the adhesive/asymmetrical system. The symmetrical 
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peptoid experiments, which exhibit cohesive failure, are in good agreement with the cohesive 

forces measured for analogous peptides. 

 
Figure 2.4 - Compression force vs. distance profiles of asymmetrically-deposited peptide analogs adapted from  

[16]. 

In addition to the values for the adhesive/cohesive forces, on compression, the force 

vs. distance profiles (F(D)/R) for the peptoid films reveal that the deposited layers are 

minimally compressible. Though the deposition technique, discussed further in the Methods 

section, requires that the mica surfaces be removed from the SFA, thus eliminating the ability 

to obtain accurate measurements for the films’ hard walls (the maximally compressed film 

thicknesses), the relative behavior of the films while in compression is still accurate. 

Representative compression runs for each of the three peptoids are depicted in Figure 2.3A,B 

with their hard walls shifted in order to more clearly make comparisons between the shapes 

of the profiles. The slopes of the three curves for asymmetrically deposited peptoid films and 

nearly identical. The slopes of these curves are also smaller than those measured for the 

peptide films by Gebbie et al.  [16] (Reproduced in Figure 2.4). This suggests that the 

peptoid films form more compact, less hydrated layers than their peptide counterparts. The 

symmetrically deposited peptoid films are slightly more compressible (Figure 2.3B) due to 

the larger layers of peptoid material with the Tyr and Dopa films showing the largest  
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Figure 2.5 – Peptoid adhesion vs. cohesion schematics. Schematic representations of deposited peptoid films before and 

after compression for A) asymmetrical deposition of the Phe peptoid, B) symmetrical deposition of the Phe peptoid, C) 

asymmetrical deposition of the Dopa peptoid, D) symmetrical deposition of the Dopa peptoid. In all cases, asymmetrical 

deposition allows for adhesive failure and symmetrical deposition allows for cohesive failure. Failure planes are indicated 

by black dashed lines overlaid onto solid white lines. The “boundaries” of each peptoid molecule are indicated with either 

blue or gray shaded regions. The important interactions at each failure plan are indicated in the white boxes above each 

‘compressed’ pair of surfaces. 
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changes. Representative separation/decompression runs for the same molecules are also 

shown in Figure 2.3C,D. The separation curves show small amounts of bridging between the 

surfaces before separation, which is common for polymeric molecules. 

2.3.3 Effect of ionic strength on Dopa peptoid adhesion 

The Dopa peptoids, which, due to potential Dopa-Dopa hydrogen bonding, may be 

most likely to form aggregates in solution, and therefore deposit as multilayers, require more 

careful consideration to determine that the asymmetrically deposited films fail adhesively. 

One way to further test this hypothesis is to expose the Dopa films to solutions of constant 

pH but varying ionic strength, thus increasing electrostatic screening. If the Dopa peptoids 

fail cohesively, it is likely that the cohesive forces are largely due to cation-π interactions, 

which, similar to other Coulombic interactions, should quickly weaken with increasing ionic 

strength  [21]. Figure 2.6 shows the dependence of the Dopa peptoid adhesion force on ionic 

strength. In these experiments, the Dopa peptoid was deposited using a 0 mM KNO3 solution 

and then the concentration of KNO3 was successively increased by flushing the intervening 

capillary between the mica surfaces with 3-5 ml of peptoid-free solution at the new KNO3 

concentration. The films were allowed to equilibrate for > 30 min after each new KNO3 

concentration. Due to the Dopa peptoid’s remarkably similar adhesive strength to the 

adhesive strength of bare mica surfaces at 0 mM KNO3, the adhesion of bare mica at all salt 

concentrations was also measured for comparison. The data are also plotted normalized by 

the bare mica adhesion force at 0 mM KNO3 to minimize the effect of geometrical 

differences on adhesion strength between the contact points. It can be seen that the adhesive 

performance of the Dopa peptoid between mica surfaces decreases much slower than the 

adhesion between bare mica surfaces, reaching about 50% of its 0 mM KNO3 value when 
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finally equilibrated at 250 mM KNO3. This decrease may be due to both material loss due to 

subsequent flushes of new salt solution as well as the decrease of Lys-mica bridging 

interactions at higher salt concentrations. This qualitative trend suggests that the adhesion is a 

result of more than just Coulombic interactions, such as Dopa-Dopa hydrogen bonding and 

Dopa-surface metal coordination, leading us to conclude that even the Dopa peptoid failure is 

adhesive. 

 
Figure 2.6 – Effect of ionic strength on Dopa peptoid adhesion. Adhesion forces for asymmetrically deposited 

Dopa peptoid films in 100 mM acetic acid and 0, 10, 50, 100, and 250 mM KN03 (blue bars) compared to the 

adhesion forces for peptoid-free mica surfaces at the same conditions (both sets of gray bars). From left to right, 

experiments of the same color bars are chronological, with the solution being exchanged between each set of 

measurements. In each case, the measured Fad is normalized by the force of adhesion for the bare mica surfaces 

(before peptoid deposition) in 100 mM acetic acid and 0 mM KNO3. The ‘Reversibility Experiments’ 

demonstrate that partial recovery of the 0 mM KNO3 bare-mica adhesion is possible over multiple cycles 

between high and low salt conditions. 

 

2.4 Conclusions 

We have demonstrated that the wet adhesion and cohesion of peptoid analogues of 

mussel-inspired peptides is comparable to the cohesive strength of the peptide molecules as 

well as the mussel adhesive proteins from which they are derived. Therefore, peptoid 

molecules may further add to the growing portfolio of molecules which have useful 

applications for wet adhesion. However, the mechanisms of film deposition and film failure 
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depend strongly on the backbone structure of these molecules. The lack of intermolecular 

aggregation in the peptoid molecules allows for monolayer deposition from dilute solutions, 

producing more well-defined, less hydrated adhesive films than their peptide analogues. 

We have also shown that when the adhesive mode of failure can be well established for 

these peptoid molecules, the expected increasing trend in adhesive performance with 

increasing aromatic ring hydroxylation from Phe to Tyr to Dopa is observed. 

Further, we show that though peptides may be classified as ‘intrinsically disordered’, 

the backbone chemistry and structure may still influence their molecular properties. If such 

backbone interactions are undesirable for a specific application, such as selective surface 

priming, peptoid molecules can be used to maintain side chain function without the 

complication of backbone interactions. Then, intermolecular ordering can be engineered 

through specific side-chain interactions to tailor a peptoid’s structure based on a desired 

function. 

 

2.5 Materials and Methods 

2.5.1 Materials 

All materials were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received. 

2.5.2 Peptoid Synthesis 

2.5.2.1 Tfa protection of 4-hydroxybenzylamine 

4-hydroxybenzylamine (25 g, 203 mmol) and triethylamine (85 mL, 609mmol) were 

added to methanol and stirred for 10 minutes for full dissolution.  Methyl trifluoroacetate (52 

g, 406mmol) was then slowly added over a period of 20 minutes, and the reaction mixture 

was stirred at room temperature overnight.  The solvent was removed via rotary evaporation.  
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The residue was treated with 1N HCl (100 mL) and extracted with ethyl acetate (3x75 mL).  

The organic layer was washed with 1N HCl (100 mL), brine (100mL), dried over MgSO4, 

filtered, and the solvent removed to afford a brown solid (40 g, 88%). 

2.5.2.2 THP protection of Tfa-4-hydroxybenzylamine 

Tfa-4-hydroxybenzylamine (40 g, 183 mmol) and PPTS (6.28g, 25mmol) were added 

to a 1000mL round bottom flask and dissolved with DCM (250mL).  DHP (42.7g, 507.5 

mmol) was added over a 20-minute period via an addition funnel.  After 1 hour of stirring the 

reaction mixture at room temperature a white precipitate formed.  The reaction was stirred 

over night at room temperature.  The reaction mixture was cooled to -20oC and the white, 

crystalline precipitate was removed by filtration and washed with cold DCM. and dried under 

high vacuum yielding the product as white crystals (30.6 g, 101 mmol, 55% yield). 

2.5.2.3 Tfa-deprotection 

Lithium hydroxide (2.75g, 57.5 mmol) dissolved in 100mL H2O was added to a 

stirring solution of Tfa/THP protected 4-hydroxybenzylamine (17.5g, 57.7mmol) dissolved 

in THF (200mL) in a 1000 mL round bottom flask.  The reaction was stirred for 3 hours, 

after which the THF was removed by rotary evaporation.  Water (50 mL) was added, and the 

aqueous solution was extracted with ethyl acetate (3x100mL).  The organic layers were 

combined, washed with water, dried over Na2SO4 and evaporated to give a yellow oil (9.54 

g, 80%). 

2.5.2.4 Mussel-inspired peptoid synthesis 

Peptoids were synthesized using a Symphony X automated peptide synthesizer on a 

50 μM scale using Rink amide resin (0.64mmol/g).  Peptoid coupling was achieved 

according to published procedures [22].  Bromoacetlyation was achieved by treatment with 
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N,N’-diisopropylcarbodiimide (DIC) (0.8 M in DMF) and bromoacetic acid (0.8 M in DMF), 

and displacements by treatment with 1M amine concentration.  Glycine and cysteine were 

incorporated using standard Fmoc solid-phase synthesis procedures [23].  Couplings were 

performed using a solution of Fmoc-protected amino acid (0.8 M in DMF) and DIC (0.8 M in 

DMF) for 20 minutes.  The Fmoc protecting group was removed by treating the resing with a 

20% piperidine solution in DMF for 10 minutes. The N-termini of oligomers were acetylated 

on resin by treatment with a solution of acetic anhydride (3 parts) and pyridine (2 parts) for 

30 minutes.  Peptoids were cleaved from the resin by treatment with 95:2.5:2.5 

TFA/H2O/triisopropylsilane for 30 minutes.  Solvent was removed from cleaved peptoids 

using a Biotage V-10 evaporator, and the crude peptoids were dissolved in 5% acetonitrile.  

Purification was achieved using reverse-phase HPLC with a C18 semipreparative column at a 

flow rate of 10mL/min.   

2.5.2.5 Peptoid modification 

Mushroom tyrosinase (3,000 U mg-1) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Peptoids 

were dimerized with disulfide linkages as described previously [16]. Monomers (1 mg) were 

dissolved in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (1mL, pH=7) and NaIO4 was added (10μL, 5mg mL-1).  

The solution was shaken for 20 minutes, filtered, and injected onto a reverse-phase HPLC 

using a C18 column and purified with a linear gradient of aqueous acetonitrile (5 – 70%).  

Protein elution was monitored at 280 nm and the peak fractions were analyzed by matrix-

assisted laser desorption ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS).  MALDI-MS samples 

were prepared by mixing with saturated α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid in 50% aqueous 

acetonitrile, 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid.   
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The peptoid dimer containing the 4-hydroxybenzylamine submonomer (tyrosine 

mimic) was modified using mushroom tyrosinase to obtain a dopa containing peptoid.  The 

peptoid containing the tyrosine mimic (1 mg) was dissolved in a 100mM phosphate/50mM 

borate buffer (1 mL, pH=7).  Mushroom tyrosinase (0.3 mg) was added and the solution 

bubbled with oxygen for 4 hours, after which the reaction was stopped by the addition of 

glacial acetic acid (50μL). This solution was then filtered, purified by reverse-phase HPLC, 

and analyzed with MALDI-MS as described for the dimerization process.  Fractions 

containing the most dopa residues(10-13) were frozen, lyophilized, and resuspended in 100 

mM acetic acid (Sigma-Aldrich) buffer (pH = 2.5) to ~1 mg mL-1 and stored at -80°C°. 

2.5.3 Surface Forces Apparatus Measurements 

Standard SFA procedures were used to measure force vs. distance profiles, 

normalized by the contact radius (F(D)/R) as detailed in  [24]. Briefly, after obtaining the dry 

mica thickness in air, one or both mica surfaces were removed from the SFA in a laminar 

flow cabinet and exposed to 3 ml of 250 mM KNO3, 100 mM acetic acid (pH 2.5-2.8) 

solutions. Subsequently, 15 μL of a 1 mg/ml peptoid solution in 100 mM acetic acid was 

diluted into the 3 ml salt and the surfaces were allowed to incubate for 20-30 minutes. The 

surfaces were then flushed with generous amounts (5-10 mL) of peptoid-free salt solution 

and transferred back into the SFA, carefully kept wetted by a droplet of solution. These 

peptoid-coated mica surfaces (Figure 2.1C) were then brought into molecular contact at 

nanometers-per-second velocities, generating the ‘Compression’ curves in [FIG NUM]. After 

compression, the surfaces were retracted at nanometer-per-second velocities giving a total 

time in contact of around 5 minutes. During separation, the double cantilever springs (Figure 

2.1C) progressively accumulate tensile stress until the surfaces finally abruptly jump apart to 
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distances > 500 nm. The jump distance multiplied by the cantilever spring constant, k, 

measures the force of adhesion (or cohesion), Fad, between the surfaces. For comparison 

between experiments, Fad is normalized by the measured contact radius of the interacting 

surfaces for each experiment. We do not further normalize Fad to an adhesion energy using 

either the Derjaguin Approximation  [21] or the Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR) theory of 

adhesion  [25] because of the mixed nature of the adhesive/cohesive modes of failure in these 

systems. 
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3 Studying the toughening mechanisms of mussel-inspired iron-

catechol complexes in dry epoxy networks 

 

 

3.1 Toughening elastomers using mussel-inspired iron-catechol complexes 
 

Adapted from: Filippidi, E., Cristiani, T.R., Eisenbach, C.D., Waite, J.H., Israelachvili, J.N., 

Ahn, B.K., Valentine, M.T., Science. 358, 502–505 (2017) 

Supported by: United States Department of Energy Award Number: DE-FG02-87ER45331 

 

3.1.1 Abstract 

Materials often exhibit a trade-off between stiffness and extensibility; for example, 

strengthening elastomers by increasing their cross-link density leads to embrittlement and 

decreased toughness. Inspired by cuticles of marine mussel byssi, we circumvent this 

inherent trade-off by incorporating sacrificial, reversible iron-catechol cross-links into a dry, 

loosely cross-linked epoxy network. The iron-containing network exhibits 2-3 orders of 

magnitude increases in stiffness, tensile strength, and tensile toughness compared to its iron-

free precursor while gaining recoverable hysteretic energy dissipation and maintaining its 

original extensibility. Compared to previous realizations of this chemistry in hydrogels, the 

dry nature of the network enables larger property enhancement due to the cooperative effects 

of both the increased cross-link density given by the reversible iron-catecholate complexes 

and the chain-restricting ionomeric nanodomains that they form. 

 

3.1.2 Introduction 

Despite demands for tough, high-modulus polymer materials, it remains difficult to 

develop strategies that increase their mechanical strength without sacrificing their maximum 

elongation and toughness. The traditional approach of incorporating fillers into polymers, 
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including nanofillers  [1], results in a trade-off between stiffness and extensibility. Recent 

strategies, such as interpenetrating double/triple networks  [2, 3], employ intricate network 

architectures to efficiently dissipate energy through the mechanically-induced rupture of one 

or more sacrificial networks. Alternatively, energy can be dissipated in single-network 

architectures by incorporating sliding  [4] or sacrificial, reversible cross-links. Examples of 

the latter include metal coordination  [5–7], hydrogen bonding  [8], supramolecular systems  

[9], and ionic/Coulombic interactions  [10]. Reversible bonding and interpenetrating 

networks have also been combined, resulting in property enhancements exceeding those of 

either individual strategy  [7, 11]. However, to date, these improvements have been limited to 

soft, low elastic moduli dry networks, E < 10 MPa  [2, 8] or to promising hydrated networks 

(E = 35 MPa,  [7]).  

Our strategy is inspired by the tough polymeric byssal threads used by marine 

mussels to secure themselves on surfaces to survive the wave-swept intertidal zone. The 

distal portions of the M. californianus and M. galloprovincialis mussel threads are comprised 

of cylindrical collagenous cores surrounded by proteinaceous cuticles, which are stiff and 

extensible, and partially recover after loading  [12]. The cuticle’s chemistry, which contains 

considerable coordination bonding between the abundant catecholic amino acid, 3,4-

dihydroxyphenylalanine (Dopa), and iron (III)  [13], has inspired numerous efforts  [5, 14, 

15] that demonstrate enhanced mechanical properties and control of dynamic bonding 

timescales, but have been limited to wet, soft systems such as hydrogels. However, the 

extended chains of hydrated systems prevent a combination of high stiffness and elongation. 

Furthermore, water weakens physical interactions that depend on close spatial proximity of 
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interacting groups, such as Coulombic attraction, coordinate bonding, or inter-chain friction, 

softening hydrated materials.  

In contrast to previous studies, we present a dry polymeric system that uses these 

sacrificial metal coordination bonds alongside chemical cross-links resulting in a load-

bearing network (E ≈ 184 MPa) that does not trade off extensibility (εmax ≈ 150%) for 

stiffness. The iron-catechol coordination bonds provide the additional benefit of being 

dynamic and spatially reconfigurable with bond strengths comparable to covalent bonds  

[16–18], resulting in a material with both high stiffness and toughness relative to similar 

networks lacking coordination bonds. The development of a dry polymer that is stiff yet 

extensible has the potential to substitute stiff but brittle polymers, especially in impact and 

torsion-related applications. 

 

3.1.3 Results and discussion 

To achieve networks of architecture and performance similar to the mussel byssal 

cuticle, a loosely cross-linked amorphous epoxy network with high catechol content (~14 

mol% of starting constitutive units) was synthesized and subsequently treated with iron to 

form dynamic iron-catechol cross-links (Figure 3.1). The desired network topology was 

attained by reacting a short-chain bisepoxide (PEG-DE), a monoepoxide carrying a 

triethylsilyl-protected catechol group (CAT), and a tetrafunctional diamine cross-linker 

(DAB). Given the stoichiometry of the starting materials (Figure 3.1A, Table 3.1), 

particularly the ratio of monoepoxide to bisepoxide, a highly-branched, slightly-crosslinked 

network is expected  [19] (see Section 3.1.6.3). Networks of similar topology but different 

catechol content were obtained by replacing some or all of the CAT monomers by (2,3-
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epoxypropyl)benzene (BENZ), which is unable to coordinate iron. Curing was performed at a 

low enough temperature (60 °C) to avoid premature deprotection of CAT. High epoxy 

conversion was confirmed by Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (Figure 3.2) and 

gelation was confirmed by rheology (Figure 3.3).  

Table 3.1 - Polymer Network Compositions. Monomer composition of reaction mixtures for each cured 

network. Tetrahydrofuran (4 wt% of neat monomers) was added as a compatibilizer to each reaction mixture. 

Network 1 – PEG-DE:CAT:DAB = 1.00:1.54:0.88 – “Protected, 100% CAT” 

 PEG-DE DAB CAT 

Mass Percent 42.2 6.6 51.2 

Mole Percent 29.2 25.8 45.0 

Mole Percent Constitutive 

Units 
77.8 8.1 14.1 

Network 2 – PEG-DE:BENZ:DAB = 1.00:1.54:0.88 – “100% BENZ” 

 PEG-DE DAB (2,3-epoxypropyl)benzene 

Mass Percent 63.8 9.9 26.3 

Mole Percent 29.2 25.8 45.0 

Mole Percent Constitutive 

Units 
77.8 8.1 14.1 

Network 3 – PEG-DE:CAT:BENZ:DAB = 1.00:0.77:0.77:0.88 – “Protected, 50% BENZ” 

 PEG-DE DAB (2,3-epoxypropyl)benzene CAT 

Mass Percent 50.8 7.9 10.5 30.8 

Mole Percent 29.2 25.8 22.5 22.5 

Mole Percent Constitutive 

Units 
77.8 8.1 7.05 7.05 

Network 4 – PEG-DE:DAB = 1.00:0.50 – “No aromatic species” 

 PEG-DE DAB 

 

Mass Percent 91.9 8.1 

Mole Percent 66.7 33.3 

Mole Percent Constitutive 

Units 
94.5 5.5 

 

After curing, the protected network was swollen in aqueous solutions, first to 

deprotect the CAT groups, and second to introduce iron, forming the iron-catechol cross-

links (Figure 3.1B-D). To prevent undesirable cross-links due to catechol-catechol oxidative 

coupling, and thus establish a well-defined network structure, side reactions that deprotected-

catechols may undergo during iron complexation were avoided by modifying the protocol 
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developed by Fullenkamp et al.  [20]. In our study, deprotection was performed in dilute HCl 

(pH 2.5) under an argon atmosphere to avoid catechol oxidation. Both Fe3+-mediated 

catechol oxidation (Figure 3.4) and Fe3+ hydroxide formation were avoided by introducing 

the swollen deprotected networks to Fe3+ in bicine/NaOH-buffered solutions of highly-

soluble ferric nitrate nonahydrate at pH 7.5. In the Fe3+-catecholate equilibrium, this pH 

favors the formation of bis-catecholate complexes in particular (Figure 3.4), as opposed to 

mono-catecholate complexes  [5]. Possible counterions to the bis- and tris- catecholate 

complexes include Na+, excess Fe3+, and charged ammonium groups formed from the 

diamine crosslinker; any mono-complexes present are likely neutralized with nitrate. Lastly, 

iron coordination is much faster than catechol oxidation, preventing catechol covalent 

coupling  [20]. Furthermore, bicine weakly chelates Fe3+, protecting it from hydroxylation. 

The added iron is uniformly distributed (5-8 wt%, as measured by inductively-

coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy, ICP-AES and energy dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy,(EDX, Figure 3.5B and Figure 3.6) and complexed with catechols (confocal 

resonance Raman spectroscopy, Figure 3.5A). In particular, the Raman peak at 512 cm−1 has 

been associated with increased bis- and tris-complexation relative to mono-complexation  [5, 

13], indicating that many coordinate bonds act as additional cross-linking points. The same 

cross-linking strategy is used by the mussel  [13]. 
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Figure 3.1 - Monomer and network-formation chemistry. (A) The monomers, mole ratios and curing conditions 

used in the synthesis of protected catechol-containing networks, and a schematic network fragment showing a 

CAT cluster. (B) A scheme of the cleavage of the silyl protective groups and subsequent iron complex 

formation, and a depiction of the swelling of a test specimen during the process. (C) and (D) Schematics of the 

network structure before (C) and after (D) iron treatment, illustrating mono-, bis-, and tris-complexation. 
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Figure 3.2 - Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy of benzyl- and catechol-containing networks. (A-C) FTIR 

spectra taken at different times during the curing of the (A) protected, 100% catechol network (Network 1), (B) 

the 100% benzyl network (Network 2), and (C) a network containing no aromatic species (Network 4). The 

spectra were normalized to an invariant band centered at approximately 1960 cm−1 (not shown), which is a 

skeletal band corresponding to the PEG backbone. A combination band of NH stretching and bending from the 

primary amines is centered at 4940 cm−1 and has been enlarged in the green insets (left). The combination band 

of the second overtone of the epoxide ring stretching and the fundamental CH stretching is centered at 4520 

cm−1 and has been enlarged in the orange insets (right). The bands centered around 6500 cm−1 are due to both 

primary and secondary amines and cannot easily be used quantitatively. However, with increasing conversion, 

these bands exhibit a shift towards lower wavenumbers before disappearing, an indication of conversion of both 

primary amine to secondary amine and secondary amine to tertiary amine. (D, E) Conversion of (D) primary 

amine groups and (E) epoxide groups vs. curing time for all three networks (Network 1, red squares; Network 2, 

gray triangles; Network 4, blue circles).   
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Figure 3.3 - Bulk, oscillatory rheology demonstrates gelation. Measurement of storage (G') and loss (G'') 

moduli during curing at 60 °C, starting from the liquid monomer mixture of Network 1. The cross-over of G' 

and G'' is indicative of the gelation and corresponds to an epoxy conversion of 67% and primary amine 

conversion of 80% (Figure 3.2D-E) as monitored by IR spectroscopy. This measurement suggests a large 

difference in the reactivity of the PEG-DE epoxide groups and the CAT epoxide groups  [19]. According to 

Cheng et al., for a monoepoxide:bisepoxide ratio of s = 0.77, a gel-point epoxide conversion of 67% would 

correspond to a ratio of activities of monoepoxide:bisepoxide, λ ≈ 0.2. This value for λ is reasonable, given the 

steric bulk, and therefore reduced mobility, of the CAT moiety. The storage modulus after complete curing (t > 

220 min), G'max ≈ 100 kPa, is within the appropriate order of magnitude as compared to the tensile modulus of 

the protected Network 1, Eprot = 240 kPa, given the expression E = (2G')(1+ν). 

 
Figure 3.4 - X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) scans. (A) Survey scan (B) Carbon shifts. The largest peak 

is attributed to the PEG C-O binding. (C) Oxygen shifts. Corresponding to the largest carbon peak, we attribute 

the largest oxygen peak to the PEG O-C binding. The lower binding energy shift is attributed to O-Fe binding 

and in particular C-O-Fe binding. Fe-O-Fe binding according to the chemistry proposed in  [21] is not supported 

by the O shifts as it should occur at lower binding energies than the O-Fe peak. The area of the C-O-Fe binding 

curve corresponds to 16.61% of the total atomic percentage of oxygen, so 4.46% of total atomic mass. From the 

survey scan, the iron is 0.93% of total atomic mass, therefore we can estimate 4.46 non-water oxygen atoms per 

iron atom, supporting mixed bis- and tris- iron-catechol coordination. (D) Iron shifts. The low content of iron 

leads to a low signal-to-noise ratio. However, comparison of the peak in our data at 710.8 eV with tabulated 

values which give the Fe2p3/2 for Fe2O3 at 710.8 eV versus 709.6 eV for FeO, supports the presence of Fe(III) 

versus Fe(II).   
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Figure 3.5 - Characterizing network structure and chemistry in the presence of iron.  

(A) Background-subtracted resonance Raman spectra of protected (blue), deprotected (orange), and iron-treated 

(black) catechol-containing networks. Both the signal enhancement and characteristic shifts in the shaded 

regions from 500-700 cm−1 (purple, dotted) and 1200-1500 cm−1 (magenta, hashed) confirm iron-catechol 

coordination. (B) Backscattered SEM micrograph (background image) and EDX (Fe K) line scan (black curve) 

along the dashed line of a cross-section of a typical sample used for tensile tests. Both show uniform iron 

diffusion (see also Figure 3.6). (C) High angle annular dark-field STEM shows no iron aggregates. (D) 

SAXS/WAXS of the dry networks. Networks with benzyl (gray), protected catechol (blue), and no aromatic 

(red) pendant groups show no features in the SAXS regime (0.1 < q < 2 nm−1). WAXS peaks (amorphous halo: 

0.4197 ± 0.0003 nm) result from inter-atom matrix scattering. Iron-treated (black) and deprotected (orange) 

networks have emergent peaks (correlation distances) at 8.57 ± 0.02 and 9.14 ± 0.04 nm corresponding to the 

development of iron-coordinated and hydrogen-bonded catechol clusters, respectively. (E) Schematic of 

ionomer-like Fe3+-catechol clusters. 

 

 
Figure 3.6 - Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) scans of a sample cross-section. (A) Line scans across the sample 

thickness of all elements of interest: Fe, Cl, Si, O and C. The sample used and scan line measured are shown in 

Fig. 2B. All species show uniform distribution along the measured line-scan. (B) Area scans of the nearby 

regions confirm uniformity. (C) Spectrum corresponding to the area scans collected in (B) showing the signal 

and the Bremsstrahlung radiation background. 
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The resulting networks, before and after iron-treatment, are amorphous, exhibiting 

broad glass transitions between −100 and +50 °C, as measured by differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC) (Figure 3.7). The amorphous state was further corroborated by the lack of 

crystalline peaks measured by X-ray diffraction Figure 3.5D), which also rules out the 

formation of iron oxide precipitates. In the wide-angle scattering regime, where such peaks 

would be expected, only an amorphous halo resulting from matrix interchain scattering is 

observed (0.42 nm). Iron precipitation was not detected by EDX at the microscale, nor at the 

nanoscale (down to ~2 nm) probed with scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM-

HAADF – a technique with high atomic number sensitivity) (Figure 3.5B, C). As such, any 

micro- or nano-filler contribution to the mechanical properties of the network is excluded. 

 
Figure 3.7 - Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) of benzyl, protected, deprotected and iron-treated samples. 

Specific heat capacity as a function of temperature. The iron-treated curve is arbitrarily shifted in Cp to illustrate 

both the broadening and the ΔCp associated with the glass transition. All samples have Tg values (filled circles) 

below room temperature.  

However, small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS, Figure 3.5D) shows broad peaks for 

the deprotected and iron-treated networks. The corresponding distances must be attributed to 

the correlation distance, r, between electron-rich, catechol-rich hydrogen-bound domains in 

the deprotected network (rdepro = 9.14 ± 0.04 nm) and iron-rich iron-catechol domains in the 
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iron-treated network (r100% = 8.57 ± 0.02 nm, Figure 3.5E). Similar broad amorphous peaks 

have been observed in ionomers and attributed to their ionic domains of liquid-like order  

[22, 23]. In these domains, Fe3+ complexed with two or three catechols can be induced to 

exchange ligands by external energy contributions, such as mechanical stress. These domains 

also restrict network mobility compared to the iron-free networks. Reducing the number 

density of these domains by halving the catechol-content (50% BENZ network), and thus 

doubling the average chain length between iron-catechol clusters, n, shifts the ionomer peak 

to a longer correlation distance (r50% = 12.2 ± 0.08 nm), as expected from 

〈r50%
2 〉 = (n

50%
/n100%)〈r100%

2 〉, with n50% = 2n100% (see Section 3.1.6.2). 

 
Figure 3.8 - Uniaxial tensile tests. (A) Engineering stress as a function of strain of protected (blue), deprotected 

(orange) and iron-treated samples (grey); strain rate, 𝜀̇ = 1 min−1. (B) Strain-rate dependence (𝜀̇ = 0.1, 1, and 10 

min−1) of iron-treated samples.  

Uniaxial tensile tests (Figure 3.8A, D638 ASTM standard) show the striking increase 

in stiffness and toughness of the iron-treated networks compared with the protected and 

deprotected networks, without loss of maximum extensibility. Protected samples are 

perfectly linearly elastic (Eprot = 0.240 ± 0.007 MPa). Deprotection causes doubling of the 

elastic modulus (Edepro = 0.45 ± 0.02 MPa) and the emergence of a yield point at strain ε ≈ 

0.2, both of which may be attributed to catechol-catechol weak reversible hydrogen bonds 
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and preferential segregation of catechols to domains (as supported by SAXS). Post-yielding, 

the linear σ(ε) segment has slope Sdepro = 0.253 ± 0.003 MPa, converging to the stiffness Eprot, 

as both hydrogen bonds and domain structure are disrupted. After iron-treatment, the iron-

catechol coordination bonds, which have significantly higher dissociation energies than 

hydrogen bonds, increase the energetic barrier for a chain to detach from a domain. The net 

effect is an extraordinarily high 770-fold increase in elastic modulus (E1 = 184 ± 14 MPa), a 

58-fold increase in tensile strength from σprot = 0.378 ± 0.002 to σ1 = 21.9 ± 0.8 MPa, and a 

corresponding 76-fold increase in the yield stress from 0.084 ± 0.006 to 6.4 ± 0.4 MPa. 

Accordingly, there is a 92-fold increase in tensile toughness (energy density) from 0.244 ± 

0.007 to 22 ± 2 MJ/m3. As expected for thermoset polymers  [24], the yield stress increases 

with increasing strain rate (Figure 3.8B). Exposure to humidity (reversible) or oxidative 

conditions (irreversible) reduce both the stiffness and extensibility of the network (Figure 

3.9).  

Though part of the increase in the iron-treated network’s stiffness at room 

temperature could be attributed to the increase of Tg observed by DSC (Figure 3.7), dynamic 

mechanical analysis (DMA) shows only a small decrease in storage modulus from 

E'iron = 250 MPa at T = 22 °C (N = 1) to E'iron = 179 MPa at 28.7 °C, where 

ΔTiron = ΔTdepro = Troom − Tg,depro = 36.7 °C (Figure 3.10). Furthermore, increased temperature 

causes no measurable morphological changes in the static ionomer domains (SAXS, Figure 

3.11), implying no structural rearrangements. Thus, the increase in the breath of the glass 

transition is perhaps more influential than the value of Tg and reflects an overlap of various 

relaxation processes due to the emergent dynamic bonds and ionomeric domains.   
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Figure 3.9 - Effect of relative humidity and oxidative conditions on the tensile properties of the iron-treated 

material pulled at a strain rate of 1 min-1. (A) Wet iron-treated specimens (green) exhibit a linear stress-strain 

relation (Ewet = 5.7 ± 0.4 MPa, N = 4) and a reduction in maximum strain to fracture (~20%) as one would 

expect for a hydrogel, compared to specimens dried at 200 torr (black, E = 141 ± 35 MPa, N = 3). The 

hydrophilic nature of PEG implies fully hydrated chains, constricted only by the covalent and hydrated iron-

catechol complexes. Exposure to ambient conditions, T = 21.5 °C and relative humidity, RH = 41%, for 1 hr 

causes a significant decrease in mechanical performance (blue). The Young's modulus drops to 

39 ± 7 MPa (N = 5) and the maximum strain to fracture is reduced. The effect can be attributed to three factors: 

(i) water slightly shifts the iron(III)-catechol equilibrium away from complex formation, effectively reducing 

the number of complexes by an exceedingly small amount; (ii) water acts a plasticizer and reduces inter-chain 

interactions, and, most importantly, (iii) water causes increased charge screening of the coordination complexes 

with the ionomeric domains. The effect is exacerbated after longer exposure (7.5 hr) to ambient conditions 

(orange, E = 5.1 ± 1.2 MPa, N = 4). However, re-drying the exposed samples at the same pressure (purple) 

largely removes all humidity effects, recovering both the modulus (E = 118 ± 17 MPa, N = 5) and the maximum 

strain at fracture to their original values, within error. This recovery strongly suggests that humidity only 

imparts physical changes in the network (not chemical changes, such as catechol oxidation). Drying the network 

at lower pressure (100 torr, red curves) with no exposure to ambient conditions further increases the network’s 

modulus to E = 256 ± 63 MPa, N = 2, by removing even more water. (B) The effect of exposing the iron-treated 

specimens to non-degassed water accelerates the oxidative cross-linking of catechol. For the oxidized samples, 

there is a small decrease in the initial modulus, which is dominated by the coordination bonds, from E = 141 

± 35 MPa in the non-oxidized material, to E = 87 ± 22 MPa, N = 3 after two-day exposure in water (blue) and 

E = 106 ± 28 MPa, N = 3 five-day exposure (orange). Assuming catechol oxidative cross-linking only increases 

the overall cross-link density, one would expect oxidation to further increase the elastic modulus. However, this 

is not what we observe. Other explanations are necessary, such as iron oxidation, which reduces the amount of 

iron available for complex formation, or the disruption of the complexes due to the oxidative coupling of 

catechol. The combination of these effects may cause a net reduction in elastic modulus with a small amount of 

oxidation caused by a short exposure to ambient conditions. However, the increase in modulus after five days of 

oxidation compared to two days may reflect that oxidative cross-linking has begun to dominate. The major 

effect of oxidative cross-linking is observed post-yield, when the coordination bonds start dissociating, with a 

markedly stiffer behavior dominated by a more cross-linked covalent network due to oxidative cross-linking. 

The higher density of covalent cross-links also leads to a lower maximum strain to fracture.  
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Figure 3.10 - Storage (E') and loss (E'') moduli, and tan(δ) of the iron-treated network measured by dynamic 

mechanical analysis (DMA). The storage modulus, E' (black line) exhibits a broad decay with increasing 

temperature, never reaching a rubbery state (where E' would be linearly increasing with temperature). The long 

transition also reflects the broad glass transition observed in DSC. The drop of E' coincides with the peak of E'' 

at −13 °C, which is in good agreement with the glass transition Tg measured by DSC, considering the difference 

in heating rate. The two peaks of E'' (indicated by black arrows) suggest a phase-separated system at very low 

temperatures, possibly correlated with the ionomer-like domains. At temperatures above 50 °C, which in DSC 

correspond to a region beyond the glass transition, tan(δ) (blue line) does not decrease. This suggests that the 

broad glass transition arises from a combination of multiple relaxations that are intrinsic to the designed system 

that contains both covalent bonds and iron-catechol dynamic coordinate bonds. 

 

 
Figure 3.11 - Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) of iron-treated 100% CAT network as a function of 

temperature. The so-called ‘ionomer peak’ does not change with temperature, indicating that the structure, 

spacing, and shape of the electron dense regions are static despite the energy input.  
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Upon cyclic loading of iron-treated networks (Figure 3.12A-C), energy dissipation is 

manifested as prominent hysteresis loops for strains beyond the linear regime. At small 

applied strains (εn ≤ 30%, Figure 3.12A) after a loading-unloading cycle, the covalent 

network and the unbroken coordination bonds preserve shape-memory and entropically drive 

the network back to the unstretched state. At larger applied strains (εn ≥ 50%), residual strain 

is observed even after resting intervals of trest = 90 min. This residual strain originates from 

the breaking of coordinate bonds during elongation and their reformation at newly accessible 

sites, resulting in stress-free network chains (illustrated in Figure 3.12E). These rearranged 

random-coil chains, upon release of tension, attempt to hold the network in the deformed 

shape for entropic reasons and oppose the restoring force of the covalent scaffold’s elasticity. 

Stress relaxation curves (Figure 3.12D) corroborate the fast kinetics.   

Other stiff, dry systems with reconfigurable architectures, such as self-healing 

supramolecular polymers where metal ions bridge polymer chains  [9], neutralized 

thermoplastic ionomer resins  [25], or thermoplastic polyurethanes  [26], rely almost entirely 

on their respective microstructures. In contrast, the catechol-rich domains in the iron-treated 

network are not solely responsible for the enhanced mechanical properties. In the deprotected 

network, despite the presence of catechol-rich domains, the stiffness, strength, and toughness 

are low. It is the strength of the iron-catechol coordination bonds that amplifies the effect of 

the nanoscale domains beyond that which would be expected  [27]. The tough mussel byssal 

cuticle may rely on the cooperation of similar mechanisms.  
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Figure 3.12 - Cyclic tensile tests and stress relaxation of iron-treated networks show hysteresis and mechanical 

recovery. (A) Sequential loading-unloading cycles with 30 min rest intervals, trest show successful recovery of 

elastic modulus and no residual strain for εn < 50%. (B, C) Strain-history dependence with varying rest 

intervals. Immediate reloading results in reduced toughness (histogram, top) and stiffness (bottom), but a 10-

min rest interval results in 90% strain recovery. Longer resting (90 min) does not result in full strain recovery. 

Softening occurs possibly due to repeated loading or as a result of exposure to low, ambient relative humidity 

(19-20%) (see Figure 3.9A). Larger applied strain (C) results in reduced strain recovery (72%). (D) Stress 

relaxation for protected (blue), deprotected (orange), and iron-treated (black) specimens indicates the fast elastic 

and slow viscous responses. σmax = 0.2, 0.3, and 19.3 MPa for protected, deprotected, and iron-treated samples, 

respectively. (E) Proposed mechanism for the strain recovery: at small strains, bonds reform at their original 

positions; at large strains, bonds migrate further, causing residual strain. 

3.1.4 Conclusions 

In summary, we have combined the bioinspired iron-catechol coordination bonds, 

which are sacrificial and reversible, with the covalent bonds of a cross-linked epoxy network, 

and created a single load-sharing network which is orders of magnitude stiffer, stronger, and 

tougher than its iron-free precursor. The toughening mechanism is due to the cooperation of 

dynamic iron-catechol chemistry in a dry environment and the incorporation of ionomeric 

nanodomains into a cross-linked network for mechanical enhancement.  
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3.1.5 Materials and Methods 

3.1.5.1 Materials 

The polymer poly(ethylene glycol) diglycidyl ether (PEG-diepoxide), cross-linker 

1,4-diaminobutane, benzyl control group (2,3-epoxypropyl)benzene, hydrochloric acid, 

iron(III) nitrate nonahydrate, tetrahydrofuran, bicine, sodium hydroxide, trace metal grade 

sulfuric acid, and trace metal grade hydrogen peroxide were all purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich. The protected catechol species, 2- [ [3,4-bis [(triethylsilyl)oxy]phenyl]methyl]-

oxirane was kindly donated from Osaka Organic Chemical Industry.  

3.1.5.2 Network synthesis and treatment 

Polymer networks were synthesized by mixing the monomers per the compositions in 

Table 1 and degassing for 3 min at mtorr pressures. The monomer mixtures were then cured 

between hydrophobized glass slides at 60 °C and 450 torr for 12-15 hours. The 0.5 mm 

polymer films were then cut into D638 ASTM standard dog bone specimens using a steel 

punch. Specimens were then deprotected by submerging in 350 ml of degassed HCl at pH 2.5 

for 24 hours. The solution was exchanged for fresh HCl every 2 hours for the first 6 hours of 

deprotection. After deprotection, the swollen specimens were immediately transferred to a 

200-ml solution of 0.2 M bicine and 0.05 M Fe(NO3)3·9H2O, titrated to pH 7.5 with NaOH, 

and kept submerged for 24 hours. All samples – protected, deprotected, and iron-treated – 

were dried at 30 °C and 125 torr in a vacuum oven for 24 hours before any measurements 

were performed. All dry measurements were taken immediately after removing the samples 

from vacuum. Samples for tensile measurements under wet conditions were never dried. 

Instead, after iron incorporation, they were immersed in degassed deionized water for 24 

hours. Samples for tensile measurements taking place before and after exposure to ambient 

conditions were dried in a vacuum oven at 30 °C and 200 torr for over 24 hours and then 
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either exposed for 1 hour to 21.5 °C and 41% relative humidity, or to 22 - 24 °C and 40 - 

35% relative humidity for 7.5 hours. For comparison, samples were dried at a lower pressure 

at 100 torr, and then immediately pulled to fracture. To study the effects of induced 

oxidation, samples were placed into non-degassed deionized water immediately after iron 

incorporation, stored for either two or five days, then dried at 30 °C and 200 torr for 24 

hours, and subsequently subjected to tensile testing.  

3.1.5.3 Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy 

The network-curing epoxy-amine reaction was monitored in time with FTIR 

spectroscopy (Magna-IR 850, Series II by Nicolet). The separate reactants and the mixed 

solution were measured in between ZnSe windows and the entire assembly was placed at 60 

°C. The IR spectra (7250-1000 cm−1) were monitored at regular time intervals for the curing 

reactions of Networks 1, 2, and 4 (Table S1). The disappearance of the normalized, 

background-subtracted areas of the bands centered at 4940 cm−1 (primary amine) and 4520 

cm−1 (epoxide) were monitored with time. The extent of reaction, Xt
i, of a given functional 

group, i, at total curing time, t, was calculated by dividing the difference between the area, 

At
i , of the corresponding IR band at t = 0 and the area at t by the area of the band at t = 0  [28, 

29]: 

𝑋𝑡
𝑖 =

𝐴𝑡=0
𝑖 − 𝐴𝑡

𝑖

𝐴𝑡=0
𝑖

 

3.1.5.4 Rheology 

Rheometry was performed using a ARES-G2 by TA Instruments with a cone-and-

plate geometry (2°, 40 mm diameter) at the curing temperature of 60 °C, 0.1% strain 

amplitude, and 10 rad/s angular frequency. The time evolution of the loss (G'') and storage 

 (3.1) 
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(G') moduli was measured for the protected catechol network starting from the mixture of the 

monomers. 

3.1.5.5 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 

DSC was performed (TA Instruments Q2000) in the range of −100 °C to 50 °C with a 

heating and cooling rate of 5 °C/min. Final data were collected for two full cycles which 

were identical. The results of the second cycle are shown (Figure 3.7). Preliminary data were 

taken for three full cycles at 10 °C/min, which again were identical. The inflection points of 

the DSC traces were used for the determination of the glass transition temperatures, Tg. 

3.1.5.6 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

XPS was performed on a Kratos Axis Ultra DLD XPS system using a 

monochromated Al source (1486 eV). Survey scans were run at a pass energy of 160 eV, and 

high-resolution scans were run at 20 and 40 eV. A low-energy electron flood was used to 

neutralize charge, and the energy scale was calibrated by fitting the high-resolution aliphatic 

carbon 1s peak to 285.0 eV. 

3.1.5.7 Resonance Raman spectroscopy 

The interior surfaces of cross-sections were used to collect Raman spectra (Horiba, 

LabRAM Aramis spectrometer with confocal microscope) with a 785-nm laser line with the 

spectrometer pinhole and slit each set to 400 μm. Each spectrum is the average of 100 

exposures of 500 ms each. 

3.1.5.8 Inductively-coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES) 

ICP-AES (Thermo iCAP 6300) was performed on samples previously digested in 

piranha (5:1 sulfuric acid:hydrogen peroxide, trace metal grade) and diluted to a parts per 

million concentration with Milli-Q water (resistivity of 18 MΩ).  
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3.1.5.9 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

(EDX) 

For SEM, 20 μm thick cross-sections, sectioned with the Leica CM1850 cryostat at 

−28.3 °C, were sputter coated with gold/palladium 60/40, 99.99% (Hummer 6.2, Anatech, 

USA) for 90 seconds and imaged in backscattered mode with a scanning electron microscope 

(FEI XL30 Sirion FEG with EDX) using accelerating voltages of 5 kV. EDX was performed 

at 15 kV, more than double the K-edge absorption energy of iron.  

3.1.5.10 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM, STEM-HAADF) 

For TEM, 70 nm thin cross-sections were sliced with the Leica EM FC7 cryo-

ultramicrotome using a diamond knife at −80 °C, significantly below the glass transition 

temperature of all samples. High resolution TEM (HRTEM, FEI Titan at 300 kV, λ = 1.96 

pm) was performed to check for the presence of small precipitates with crystalline order. In 

addition, scanning TEM (STEM) was performed in a high angle annular dark-field STEM 

(HAADF-STEM) configuration to check for any clustering of iron atoms. The higher atomic 

number of iron, 26, compared to carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen (6, 8, and 1 respectively), 

ensures that any clustering of iron would lead to brighter regions in a STEM- HAADF image 

due to the greater incoherent scattering of electrons by heavy nuclei.  

3.1.5.11 Small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS and WAXS) 

SAXS and WAXS measurements were conducted using a custom constructed SAXS 

instrument in the X-ray diffraction facility in the Materials Research Laboratory (MRL). The 

instrument uses a 50-μm microfocus, Cu target X-ray source (wavelength, λ = 1.54 Å) with 

parallel-beam multilayer optics and monochromator (Genix from XENOCS SA, France), 

high efficiency scatterless hybrid slits collimator developed in house  [30], and Pilatus100k 

and Eiger 1M solid state detectors (Dectris, Switzerland). A built-in temperature stage that 
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houses the sample was used for the 40 °C and 60 °C SAXS measurements (Figure 3.11). 

3.1.5.12 Uniaxial tensile testing 

Uniaxial tensile testing was performed on 0.5 mm thick dog bone-shaped specimens 

(shown in Figure 3.1C-D) according to the ASTM D638 standard, on a custom-built setup on 

a vertical TwinRail positioning table (Lintech, CA) with a 10-lb load cell (3108-10, Eaton 

Corp., MI) fitted with a laser extensometer (LE-01, Electronic Instrument Research, PA). 

Cyclic-loading experiments were held at zero force between cycles by reducing the applied 

strain as specimens contracted.  

3.1.5.13 Stress relaxation 

Samples were first loaded uniaxially at a strain rate of ε̇ = 10 min−1 to a strain of 

ε = 0.6. Load and strain are measured with time at constant grip displacement. 

3.1.5.14 Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) 

DMA was performed at the Cornell Center for Materials Research. Experiments were 

conducted under tension in nitrogen atmosphere (Q800, TA Instruments) on iron-treated 

rectangular samples of dimension 7.5749 mm × 4.9100 mm × 0.5 mm. A tensile preload 

force of 0.01 N was applied and small oscillations of amplitude 0.05% strain applied at 1 Hz 

frequency. A temperature sweep from −120 °C to 70 °C was performed with a rate of 

2 °C/min.  

3.1.6 Additional Information 

3.1.6.1 Rate-dependent uniaxial tensile stress strain curves 

We calculate the slopes S0.1, S1, S10 corresponding to the segment σ(ε >1) for strain 

rates 0.1, 1, and 10 respectively. The slopes of these linear segments increase with strain rate 

from S0.1 = 7.1 ± 0.6 MPa to S1 = 11.5 ± 0.6 MPa and S10 = 14.2 ± 0.4 MPa. As this slope 
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occurs post-yielding, significant rearrangements have occurred compared to the original 

unstretched system. Increasing the tensile strain rate does not allow time for the coordination 

bonds to explore configurations and increases the resistance to dissociation, therefore 

increasing S. Furthermore, as the duration of the experimental run (the time to reach fracture) 

is very short, 0.4 min for the 10 min−1 strain rate versus 41 min for the 0.1 min−1 rate, there is 

not sufficient time to form stress-free coordination complexes. At slower strain rates, stress-

free complexes can form, however the decreased slope shows that the increased number of 

reformed bonds cannot increase S sufficiently to compete with the softening due to ample 

time given for bonds and chains to explore new configurations and dissociate.   

3.1.6.2 Predicting the q-shifts in SAXS ionomer peaks 

The atomistic simulations of Bolintineanu et al. (28) predict for linear ionomers that 

changing the spacing between ionic side chains correspondingly changes the SAXS 

correlation distance between the ‘ionomer peaks.’ The ionomer peak measures the average 

distance, r, between ionomer clusters. This distance is related to the number of chain 

segments, n, between clusters by: 

〈𝑟2〉 = 𝐶∞𝑛𝑙
2 

where l is the length of a single chain segment and C∞ is the characteristic ratio for the 

ionomer backbone. For the same backbone of sufficient length, C∞ and l will be invariant, 

yielding the expression: 

〈𝑟1
2〉

𝑛1
= 
〈𝑟2
2〉

𝑛2
 

where subscripts denote polymers with different chain lengths between ionomer side groups. 

Thus, for two networks with Gaussian chains, the relationship between the ionomer peaks 

will be: 

(3.3) 

(3.2) 
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〈𝑟2〉 = 〈𝑟1〉√
𝑛2
𝑛1

 

In the present work, the iron-treated 50% BENZ network has twice the average 

spacing between catechol groups as compared to the iron-treated 100% CAT network; 

therefore, n50% = 2n100% and r50% = r100%√2. The measured values for r50% and r100% from 

SAXS (Figure 3.5D) are 12.2 ± 0.8 and 8.57 ± 0.02 nm, respectively, and 

12.2 ± 0.08 nm

8.57 ± 0.02 nm
 = 1.42 ± 0.09 ≈ √2. 

3.1.6.3 Polymer network compositions 

The monomer stoichiometries for Networks 1-3 were chosen to maximize the total 

composition of their respective monofunctional species while maintaining a fully-crosslinked 

network at very low cross-link density. The kinetic model presented by Cheng  [19] describes 

exactly the type of epoxy-system we have synthesized (a bisepoxide/diamine system with a 

monoepoxide diluent). This model predicts a very slightly cross-linked, gelled network for a 

ratio, s, of [epoxy functional groups originating from monoepoxides] to [epoxy functional 

groups originating from bisepoxides], between 0.6 and 0.8. For the networks studied, s = 

0.77 was chosen to maximize monoepoxide content while maintaining a true network and not 

creating a merely hyper-branched system.  

3.1.6.4 DSC analysis 

The benzyl-containing sample exhibits a typical glass transition curve with 

Tg = −32.5 ± 0.4 °C. The protected catechol-containing sample with the bulky protecting 

groups exhibits reduced rotational freedom, in accordance with the crankshaft model, and a 

broadening of the glass transition with Tg −21.5 ± 0.5 °C. Even though the transition starts at 

the same temperature, it ends at a higher temperature depicting the additional energy needed 

(3.4) 
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to overcome the lack of rotational freedom. However, the same ΔCp is reached. The 

deprotected catechol sample shows a delay in the onset of the glass transition and a reduced 

ΔCp, leading to an even higher Tg of −14.7 ± 0.5 °C. The deprotected catechols’ ability to 

hydrogen bond fortuitously balances the lack of a bulky deprotecting group which would 

have driven Tg to a lower value. The net effect is a delay in the onset of the transition. The 

iron-treated sample exhibits a pronounced broadening with a Tg of −8.0 ± 0.6 °C. The 

presence of covalent and coordination bonds that act as cross-links, the polydispersity of the 

distances between them, and the multiple relaxation processes with varying timescales 

introduced due to the two types of bonding as well as the spatial segregation of catechols lead 

to the broadening of the transition. Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) data shown in 

Figure 3.10 provide a more detailed measurement of the broad glass transition measured by 

DSC. 

 

3.2 Determining the effect of catechol concentration on the mechanical 

properties and nanostructure of iron-catechol epoxides 
 

3.2.1 Abstract 

In order to better understand the formation and structure of the nano-domains observed 

in the iron-catechol epoxy networks described in Section 3.1, a follow-up study was 

conducted to measure the mechanical properties and nanostructure of networks whose 

catechol concentrations were systematically varied by replacing a portion of the mono-

functional catechol monomers with a non-chelating methyl glycidyl ether group. Though iron 

is successfully chelated by catechol in each network, the nano-domains do not form until 

some critical catechol concentration within the network. Both uniaxial tensile testing and 

SAXS experiments observe a qualitative shift in mechanical properties and nanostructure, 
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respectively, between these two catechol concentrations. The effect of residual, unchelated 

iron salts is also quantified but is determined to have a minimal effect compared to the effect 

of the complexation and nano-domain formation. 

3.2.2 Results and discussion 

3.2.2.1 Network design and formulation 

The networks synthesized for this study use the same cross-linker (DAB) and backbone 

(PEG-DE) monomers as the networks synthesized in Section 3.1 (Figure 3.1). However, for 

each network composition, some mole percentage of the monofunctional catechol species 

(CAT) has been replaced by a non-chelating racemate of methyl glycidyl ether (MGE, Figure 

3.13A, top panel). The mole ratios of PEG-DE:(CAT+MGE):DAB are equivalent to the ratio 

of PEG-DE:CAT:DAB in Section 3.1, and THF is added to each network until the entire 

system becomes miscible. The mole fractions of each monomer in the seven synthesized 

networks can be found in Figure 3.13A (table, bottom panel). The replacement of CAT by 

MGE leads to a network with fewer available iron-chelating ligands (Figure 3.13B, top 

panel), which leads to a network structure with a smaller amount of secondary iron-catechol 

cross-links after deprotection and iron-treatment1 (Figure 3.13B, bottom panel). Though the 

network topology is preserved by keeping the overall mole fraction of monofunctional 

diluents constant across all CAT/MGE concentrations, the MGE monomer has a lower 

volume than the CAT monomer. This reduced volume proportionally increases the 

volumetric covalent cross-link density for networks with higher MGE (lower CAT) 

concentration. The effect of this change in covalent cross-link density on mechanical 

properties and nanostructure is discussed further in the following sections. 

                                                 
1 In all cases, deprotection and iron-treatment is performed using the same solutions described in Section 

3.1.5.2, without further washing. The networks in this study are dried at millitorr pressures and measured with 

minimal exposure to ambient conditions. 
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3.2.2.2 Uniaxial tensile testing reveals higher mechanical property enhancement with 

higher CAT concentration 

Tensile testing samples for all seven network compositions were prepared and tested 

according to the procedure in Section 3.1.5.12. Figure 3.14A compares tensile properties of 

the protected, deprotected, and iron-treated networks for three catechol concentrations (10%, 

30%, and 100% CAT). It is first important to note that the tensile properties of the iron-

treated 100% CAT networks in this concentration study are about half the magnitude of the 

tensile properties of the 100% CAT network in Section 3.1 (Figure 3.8A). However, the 

orders-of-magnitude increases in toughness, ultimate strength, and elastic modulus without 

sacrificing ultimate strain are still observed. We attribute the differences between 100% CAT 

networks in the two studies to differences in the batches of PEG-DE, CAT, and DAB 

monomers used for network synthesis and therefore can only make qualitative comparisons 

with the networks in Sections 3.1. The other two CAT concentrations (10% and 30% CAT) 

shown in Figure 3.8A demonstrate further that the mechanical property change due to 

deprotection is minimal compared to the change due to iron-treatment (this observation is 

also true for the 2% and 50% CAT networks). Though it is suggested by the plots in Figure 

3.8A that increased CAT concentration increases the mechanical property enhancement 

gained from iron-treatment, the true effect is subtle.  
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Figure 3.13 – Network structure and compositions. A) The four monomers used to study the effect of catechol 

concentration. The overall mole ratio of monofunctional species, CAT+MGE, is preserved in all network 

formulations (table). B) representation of the protected and iron treated network for an example catechol 

concentration of 30% CAT, 70% MGE. The “deprotection and iron treatment” steps indicated by the vertical 

arrow are identical to those detailed in Figure 3.1. Also note that unbound iron is represented within the network 

which could potentially be left over from the iron-treatment steps. 
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Figure 3.14 – Mechanical properties as a function of relative CAT/MGE concentration. (A) Stress vs. strain 

relationships comparing protected (blue), deprotected (orange), and iron-treated (black) networks for 10% 

CAT/90% MGE (top), 30% CAT/70% MGE (middle), and 100% CAT/0% MGE (bottom) monofunctional 

monomer compositions. For all three network compositions, the protected and deprotected networks have 

similar mechanical properties. Increasing % CAT increases the relative mechanical property enhancement 

(further visualized in Figure 3.15). The failure point for each test is represented by an “X”, where green X’s 

indicate failure within the specimen’s gauge length and red X’s indicate failure outside of the specimen’s gauge 

length. Because sample preparation causes the failure strain to be defect driven, we conclude that there is no 

significant variation in failure strain among the full population of tests. (B) Protected network mechanical 

properties for all seven network compositions tested. Increasing % CAT decreases the stress measured at a 

given strain. (C) Iron-treated network mechanical properties for all seven network compositions tested. 

Increasing % CAT increases the stress measured at a given strain. 

As noted above, the volume of MGE is lower than that of CAT. This manifests as an 

increase in covalent cross-link density with increasing MGE (decreasing CAT) concentration 

and can be observed by the increase in measured stresses for a given strain in the protected 

networks when transitioning from 100% CAT/0% MGE to 0% CAT/100% MGE (Figure 

3.14B). After iron-treatment, the trend of increased mechanical properties with increased 

MGE concentration is reversed (Figure 3.14C). Even with a weaker covalent scaffold in the 
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higher CAT concentration networks, the formation of iron-catechol complexes dominates the 

stress response which increases with increasing CAT content. Further, the similarities 

between the tensile properties of 50% CAT and 100% CAT networks are surprising and 

indicate that there is likely a critical concentration above which the mode of stress transfer 

changes within the network. Using information related to the nanostructure of the networks 

gained from SAXS experiments (Figure 3.16), we conclude that this shift in mode of stress 

transfer is related to the formation of the iron-catechol nano-domains discussed in Section 

3.1. 

 

Figure 3.15 – Normalized stress vs. strain curves reveal relative property enhancement. Normalized curves are 

produced by dividing a representative iron-treated stress vs. strain curve for each CAT concentration by the 

corresponding representative stress vs. strain curve for the protected network of the same CAT concentration. 

The curves reveal a plateau in mechanical property enhancement at all CAT concentrations which increases 

with increasing CAT concentration. The dashed blue line representing the iron-treated but unwashed 0% 

CAT/100% MGE network gives a baseline for the effect of residual precipitates from the iron-treatment 

solution and is discussed further in Section 3.2.2.4 and Figure 3.17. 

To better contextualize the relative increases in mechanical properties due to iron-

treatment for each CAT concentration, the stress responses of the iron-treated networks, σiron-

treated, have been normalized by the stress responses of the corresponding protected networks, 

σprotected, by calculating σiron-treated/σprotected at each strain, ε (Figure 3.15). This 

phenomenological treatment of the data reveals that iron-treatment has a larger effect on the 
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initial mechanical properties of each network at low strains which then asymptotes to some 

constant, large-strain value. Also shown in Figure 3.15 is the effect of iron-treatment on the 

CAT-free network (blue dashed line) which is discussed further in Section 3.2.2.4. 

3.2.2.3 Small-angle X-ray scattering correlates nano-structure to mechanical 

properties 

For the high-CAT networks (50% CAT/50% MGE (purple) and 100% CAT/0% MGE 

(black)), the same trend of increasing scattering distance with decreasing CAT concentration 

is observed for the prominent Bragg peaks (blue shaded region) between q  = 0.3 nm-1 and 

2.0 nm-1 (as compared to the 50% CAT/50% BENZ networks in Section 3.1, Figure 3.5D). 

Again, this trend arises from the increased spacing of iron aggregates with decreasing CAT 

concentration. The weaker scattering peaks in the low-CAT networks (0-30% CAT) in the 

same q-range are attributed instead to iron localizing near net points but not yet forming true 

multi-net-point aggregates. This is further supported by these weaker peaks shifting towards 

lower q (higher average separation, d) and higher intensity as the CAT concentration is 

increased. The decrease in q can be explained by the decrease in cross-link density (and 

therefore increase in cross-link spacing). The increase in intensity can be explained by the 

larger amount of cross-link points which contain CAT, and therefore iron-catechol 

complexes, whose large scattering cross-section increases the scattering intensity. Taken 

together, the peaks in the 50% and 100% CAT networks and the peaks in the 0% to 30% 

CAT networks corroborate the notion that there is a critical concentration of CAT, between 

30% and 50%, which allows for the formation of iron-catechol nano-domains.  

Also apparent in the SAXS curves is the increased scattering intensity at low q for the 

10% to 30% CAT networks. We presume this effect is due to the precipitation of residual 

solutes, as discussed above and elaborated upon in the next section. 
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Figure 3.16 – Effect of CAT concentration on network nanostructure. SAXS experiments on iron-treated 

networks of each CAT concentration reveal characteristic features of both low-CAT (10-30% CAT, red shaded 

regions) and high-CAT (50-100% CAT, blue shaded regions) networks. The untreated 0% CAT network is also 

plotted and shows a very weak, broad peak around q = 1 nm-1. The prominent Bragg peaks for the high-CAT 

networks are labeled with their corresponding d-spacing. The weaker Bragg peaks for the low-CAT networks 

correspond to average d-spacings of about 6 to 7 nm. Possible physical interpretations for each characteristic 

feature are indicated. The iron-treated, unwashed 0% CAT network (not shown) was also measured and shows 

similar low-q scattering attributed to residual solutes, but its intensity cannot be scaled relative to the other 

SAXS curves. 

3.2.2.4 Accounting for the effect of residual solutes 

The previous sections have alluded to one important caveat to the results presented in 

this Section 3.2: It is possible that some amount of residual solutes precipitate out of the iron-

treated networks upon drying, especially at lower CAT concentrations, due to a lack of 

washing after treatment. This phenomenon is directly observable in the 0% CAT/100% MGE 

network and is detailed in Figure 3.17.  
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Figure 3.17 – Determining the effect of precipitates on the 0% CAT/100% MGE network. Uniaxial tensile tests 

(A) and SAXS measurements (B) on the 0% CAT/100% MGE network as cured (‘untreated’, red), after 

exposure to the iron-treatment solution and then dried (‘iron-treated, not washed’, black), and after being 

washed with 18 MΩ Milli-Q water for 48 hrs post-iron-treatment (‘iron-treated, washed’, blue). Both the tensile 

and SAXS data show partial reversibility. Pictures of representative tensile testing specimen are also shown in 

(B). 

After swelling the 0% CAT network in the same iron solution used to treat the other 

networks the re-dried 0% CAT network becomes a yellow-orange color and is no longer fully 

transparent (Figure 3.17B). We attribute this change in coloration to the precipitation of 

residual solutes from the iron-treatment solution. These solutes may also be present in other 

low-CAT networks, but they are not directly observable due to the opaque, near-black shade 

of purple that even the 2% CAT network exhibits due to the high extinction coefficient of the 

iron-catechol complexes. This change of color in the 0% CAT network is accompanied by a 
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slight increase in mechanical properties (Figure 3.15, Figure 3.17A, ‘not washed’). We 

believe this indicates that some of the mechanical property enhancement seen in the low-

CAT networks could be due to these precipitates. 

Exposing ‘not washed’ networks to 18 MΩ Milli-Q water for 48 hours nearly 

completely removes the precipitates: the network is again transparent but has a small amount 

of red-orange coloration (Figure 3.17B), perhaps due to a low concentration of iron-PEG or 

iron-hydroxyl chelation. The iron-treated washed 0% CAT network also exhibits a stress 

response nearly identical to that of the untreated 0% CAT network. A similar reversibility is 

measured in SAXS (Figure 3.17B), where the ‘not washed’ network has much higher-

intensity scattering at low q compared to the untreated 0% CAT network. Similar low-q 

scattering is observed for the unwashed 10%, 20%, and 30% CAT networks (Figure 3.16). 

However, the low-q scattering is reduced after the washing step for the 0% CAT 

concentration. This leads us to conclude that the low-q scattering is due to precipitation of 

residual solutes. 

A seemingly trivial solution to avoid this precipitation would be to wash all networks 

after iron treatment. However, we believe that the susceptibility of the catechol to oxidation 

and the complexation dependence on pH would together cause more uncertainties in 

interpreting the data than simply not washing the networks. We have also demonstrated that 

the effect of residual solutes, though measurable, is small compared to the effects of the iron 

complexation. If anything, successfully removing the residual solutes would further separate 

the mechanical properties of the high-CAT and low-CAT networks, strengthening the 

conclusion that a critical CAT concentration within these networks allows for the formation 

of iron-catechol clusters. 
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3.2.3 Conclusions 

To further understand the mechanism by which iron-catechol complexes, and the nano-

domains which they form, enhance the mechanical properties of epoxy networks (especially 

their toughness and stiffness), we studied a series of CAT-containing networks whose CAT 

concentration was systematically varied. We discovered that there exists a critical catechol 

concentration beyond which iron-rich nano-domains can form and further enhance the 

mechanical properties of the network. Unlike traditional linear ionomer networks, the 

covalent scaffold of this network locks iron-catechol clusters in place and prevents 

aggregation at low CAT concentrations. We believe this phenomenon is generalizable to 

other metal-ligand systems. 

If this strategy of binding metal-chelating ligands to a covalent network to improve 

toughness without sacrificing extensibility is to be widely adopted, ‘critical ligand 

concentrations’ must be considered when devising appropriate network formulations.  
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4 Characterizing dynamic, high-frequency friction in 

lubricating complex-fluid thin films between viscoelastic 

surfaces 

 

Adapted from: Cristiani, T.R., Cadirov, N.A., Ehrman, M., Kristiansen, K., Scott, J., 

Jamadagni, S., Israelachvili, J.N., Tribol. Lett. 66, 149 (2018) 

 

 

4.1 Abstract 

To investigate the friction dynamics (time evolution of the friction response, 

including stiction and stick-slip sliding) between viscoelastic surfaces lubricated with 

complex fluid films, a ‘wavelet decomposition’ time-series analysis method was applied to 

measured friction traces. Data was acquired using an updated ‘Rotating Disk’ attachment for 

the Surface Forces Apparatus (RD-SFA). We have studied the friction frequency response of 

PDMS surfaces (sphere-on-flat geometry, 2 cm radius) interacting across various ‘everyday’ 

fluids (oils, creams, moisturizers, etc.) from 0 to 2,500 Hz under high sliding velocities/shear 

rates. The RD attachment is capable of shearing two surfaces at velocities from mm/s to m/s 

in controlled temperature, humidity, and vapor composition environments. The friction 

experiments were performed at varying loads (20 to 320 mN) and velocities (1 to 40 mm/s) 

with a 20-microsecond sampling time. At such (and especially higher) velocities, ‘wavelet 

decomposition’ can be used to explore the time evolution of friction dynamics and is the 

most appropriate method for such tasks given its unique ability to resolve broad-spectrum 

transient frequency components with good time- and frequency-localization. This technique 

is general and enables the unambiguous characterization of any system fluctuations or 

resonant vibrations associated with stick-slip sliding and other ‘intermittent friction’. These 

results illustrate the complex and varied friction dynamics that can arise under different 
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experimental or environmental conditions and have implications for damage, wear, and 

sensory perception. 

 

4.2 Introduction 

Everyday fluids are heterogeneous and complex, and, when used as lubricants, will 

give rise to time-dependent, intermittent, and non-Amontonian friction behavior. Such fluids 

range from skin care products (creams, moisturizers, etc.), soaps, and detergents, to device 

lubricants (motor oil, coolants, etc.), which contain several constituents at the molecular and 

colloidal scale. Insights into the frictional behavior of everyday fluids are important to extract 

essential information about sensory perception, feel, and wear and friction control [1–4]. 

However, the complexity in the friction forces, such as fluctuations, has made a standardized 

analysis scheme difficult to propose, and simpler coarse models are still in use. 

Although fluctuations in friction forces with time are commonly observed, the 

average friction force alone is generally used to describe friction behavior. The most 

common way to quantify friction is through a friction coefficient, μ = F/L, or simply the 

friction force (the resistive parallel force between sliding surfaces, F) divided by the load (the 

perpendicular or normal force, L). This metric can give insight into energy loss due to 

frictional processes but tends not to be constant with varying sliding conditions, including 

loads and velocities, especially in the presence of adhesion forces and for lubricated (viscous, 

rheological) systems [5–7].  

Common systems used to study friction and lubrication in engineering and 

manufacturing settings include four ball [8], twin disk [9], ball-on-disk, and pin-on-disk 

tribometers [9]. These systems can achieve a large range of speeds (mm/s to m/s) and loads 
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(mN to 10s of N), but how friction varies with time (friction dynamics) is rarely considered 

during analysis [10, 11]. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is used to measure friction on the 

molecular level, but has difficulties decoupling parallel (F) and normal (L) forces [12]. Also, 

friction experiments with a highly pointed AFM tip do not easily or directly translate to the 

more applicable scenario of two extended (macroscopic) surfaces shearing. Most friction 

studies are performed to create a Stribeck curve [13, 14], which evaluates the friction 

coefficient, μ, over a wide range of sliding velocities. However, many of these studies only 

analyze friction behavior at a single, constant load. Also, these relationships only consider 

the average friction force – ignoring the subtle but important low and high frequency 

components that can vary from 10-3 – 104 Hz. 

Since friction behavior can be quite complex (due to system parameters such as: (1) 

surface chemical and physical features, (2) fluid and molecular heterogeneities, and (3) 

temperature fluctuations), there is no simple relationship that predicts how kinetic friction 

will vary with time, leaving these variations often over-simplified or ignored. Historically, 

the fluctuations in friction were assumed to be noise (random fluctuations) in the 

measurement. Yet frictional systems exhibit everything from smooth sliding, to resonant 

vibrations (sinusoidal), intermittent fluctuations (chaotic), and stick-slip friction (periodic, 

non-sinusoidal) [15]. Friction dynamics have been shown to be prevalent in many 

phenomena including sensory perception [16–18] (mouth feel, sound, touch), as well as the 

explanation for shudder [19] or noise in car engines, and as a damage predictor in systems 

such as hard drives [20] and articular cartilage [21]. These effects can be much better 

understood by studying friction dynamics as opposed to the average values in a friction 

experiment or measurement.  
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Figure 4.1- The Rotating Disk Surface Forces Apparatus (RD-SFA) and surfaces used. A. Schematic of the RD-

SFA. The rotating disk attachment fits into the chamber of an SFA2000 (Surforce LLC). The height of the 

bottom (flat) rotating surface can be adjusted with a micrometer to load and separate the surfaces. B. Detailed 

view of the RD attachment. A rotating stage, driven by an electric servo-motor and pully system, holds the 

bottom surface (a 40-mm diameter sapphire disk). The stage can be planarized by splaying three pairs of 

cantilever springs with adjustable conical screws. The upper (spherical) surface is mounted on a stage with both 

friction (orange) and load (blue) sensing springs, each equipped with metal foil strain gauges. C. The top 

surface used in these experiments is a spherical PDMS cap attached to a typical silica disk used in SFA 

experiments. D. The bottom surface is a flat PDMS (with a 50-micron trough to hold the sample fluid) on a 40 

mm diameter silica sapphire disk. E. Sweeping path used in the experimental procedure: an initial 180° (~48 

mm) “sweep-out” is performed followed by three cycles at 90° (~24 mm) in which the analyzed forces were 

obtained.  

To more fully characterize friction behavior and perform high-speed, high-sensitivity 

friction measurements (to determine dynamic or transient effects), we have developed an 

updated rotating disk attachment for the surface forces apparatus (RD-SFA), shown in Figure 

4.1 and described below. The rotating disk attachment utilizes interchangeable motors that 

can achieve linear speeds of mm/s to m/s. The device has a high torque threshold and high 
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normal and friction force resolution. The motion of the disk can be arbitrarily controlled, 

including continuous sliding and oscillatory motion. In addition, though not explored 

explicitly in this work, the surfaces can be prepared to include reflecting layers for sub-

nanometer distance measurements using multiple-beam interferometry. We analyze the high-

speed friction data using ‘wavelet transforms’ [22–24] to determine the variation of 

frequency components with time, as well as their relative magnitudes. This method allows 

for unambiguous differentiation between oscillatory responses from natural, e.g., mechanical 

resonance, frequencies in the whole system and stick-slip friction that arises from surface 

interactions. Such techniques have been used in tribological systems to generate predictive 

models for evaluating joint and bearing failure but are applied to acoustic emission signals 

and not directly to friction traces  [25]. We have performed friction experiments on several 

complex fluid mixtures, and characterized them with these methods, quantifying their 

differing complex dynamic responses at various velocities and loads. 

 

4.3 Materials and methods 

4.3.1 Experimental apparatus 

The updated rotating disk attachment for the SFA2000 (SurForce LLC, RD-SFA, 

Figure 4.1) builds upon an earlier design [26]. Previously, the rotating disk bottom surface 

was directly attached to the motor, requiring the use of small motors, making it difficult to 

achieve a large range of velocities and loads. This choice of motor placement also limited the 

amount of torque the drive motor could supply and increased the mass of the rotating 

elements, therefore decreasing the resonant frequency of the system, which ultimately limits 

the maximum frequencies that can be measured. The motor in the new design is coupled to 
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the bottom surface using a pulley/belt system, the diameters of which can be tuned to achieve 

a range of desired speeds. The new motor is also driven by a digital motion controller which 

can independently specify velocity, acceleration, and displacement, as opposed to the 

limited-ranged and unidirectional velocity control available with the low-torque motors in the 

previous design. The bottom disk is more modular in the redesigned system as well, allowing 

the bottom surface to be easily interchanged between experiments. The method to ensure 

planarity of the bottom surface has also been simplified and improved using three arms, each 

of which contains two opposing cantilever springs which, with the aid of a conical screw, 

push on each other and tilt the bottom surface in any direction (Figure 4.1B). 

By utilizing this new design, the top disk mount was also altered to contain both the 

(vertical, normal) load- and the (lateral) friction-sensing springs because the lower rotating-

disk mount no longer senses the load (Figure 4.1B) as in conventional SFAs. The foil-gauged 

friction and load springs have a force resolution of 0.1 mN and a range of 30 N. Greater 

sensitivity can be achieved with semiconductor strain gauges and different spring stiffness.  

4.3.2 Surface Preparation 

Cross-linked, molded PDMS films were adhered to silica disks in these experiments 

to mimic ‘soft’ (viscoelastic) biomaterial interfaces. A 1:10 ratio of cross-linker to PDMS 

was used (Sylgard 184 Dow Corning), and the surfaces were cured overnight in an oven at 85 

oC. The top surface is a spherical cap with a 1 cm radius of curvature that was adhered to a 1 

cm diameter flat silica disk Figure 4.1C). The bottom (rotating) PDMS surface, which is 

cured onto a 40-mm sapphire disk, is 1 mm thick and 40 mm in diameter and has a 50-μm 

deep annular trough used to cast a thin film of each sample Figure 4.1D). 
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4.3.3 Sample characteristics 

Model personal care skin creams and facial moisturizers were studied to determine 

their friction (or lubrication) behavior. Three non-Newtonian shear thinning fluids (based on 

rheological behavior, Figure 4.2) were chosen for this study. Each fluid is a modification of a 

similar polyacrylate starch microgel. Sample 1 is an oil in water emulsion dispersed in the 

aqueous microgel. The formulation contains typical skin-care additives, fatty alcohols 

(combination of stearyl alcohol, cetyl alcohol, and behenyl alcohol), and feel-modifying 

powders. Sample 2 does not include any secondary or tertiary ‘structurants’ and is only 

comprised of the polyacrylate starch microgel. The formula includes aqueous skin-care 

additives but includes no additional oils, no fatty alcohols, and no additional powders. Lastly, 

Sample 3 is a silicone emulsion dispersed in the microgel with additional crystallized 

hydrocarbon waxes. The synthetic waxes are unbranched hydrocarbons with molecular 

weights ranging from 300 to 1000 Da. The melting points of the waxes are between 61-67 

°C. The silicone phase of the emulsion also contains dimethicone crosspolymers which are 

typically added to skin-care fluids for their tactile and sensory benefits. Table 3.1 displays 

some qualitative properties among the fluids.  

 
Figure 4.2 - Rheological data of each sample tested via a stress-controlled flow ramp. A. Shear stress, σ, (in Pa) 

plotted as a function of shear rate, �̇�, (in 1/s) for each sample. B. Apparent viscosity, η, (in Pa∙s) plotted as a 

function of �̇�. Both panels A and B suggest that each sample is shear thinning, with the ‘upper Newtonian 

plateau’ of Sample 2 extending to higher shear rates than both Samples 1 and 3. 
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Figure 4.3 - Representative friction traces for all three samples at L = 160 mN and v = 4 mm/s. Large angle 

sweeps (180°, 2 full oscillations) of deposited films were conducted to normalize the sample thicknesses and 

previous histories and are indicated to the left of the vertical gray dashed lines. The analyzed portions of the 

friction traces occur to the right of the vertical gray dashed lines (smaller oscillations of 90°) and when averaged 

over multiple runs give rise to the points in Figure 4.6 (see Results and Discussion). The corresponding 

sweeping path is illustrated in depth in Figure 4.1E.  

4.3.4 Friction measurements 

The rotating disk was used to perform oscillating shear experiments with a peak-to-

peak angle, θ = 90° (~24 mm). Prior to each measurement, the as-cast films of each sample 

were conditioned by performing three ‘sweep-out’ oscillations with a sweep-out angle of θs-o 

= 180° (~48 mm) to remove excess material from the contact area and prevent build-up. The 

overall motion path is illustrated in Figure 4.1E. The sweep-out regime is labeled in each 

sample’s friction trace in Figure 4.3. For each film, the applied load started at 20 mN and 

stepwise increased to 320 mN (corresponding to pressures of 2 to 60 kPa), and the velocity 

was stepwise increased from 1 to 40 mm/s at each applied load. These ranges of loads and 

velocities are relevant for applications such as determining sensory perception or ‘feel’ on 
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human skin. The top panel of Figure 4.3 also illustrates how the ‘average kinetic friction’, 

Favg, plotted in Figure 4.6 was calculated. Data was collected at 20 µs intervals to ensure that 

high maximum frequencies were measurable (as high as 12.5 kHz); however, no resonance 

or stick-slip features were observed above ~1 kHz. Therefore, the number of data points were 

decreased by a factor of ten to reduce wavelet transform computational time.  

4.3.5 Wavelet analysis 

To expand friction analysis beyond typical friction coefficient measurements, a 

continuous Morse wavelet transform [27, 28] was applied to each friction trace to 

unambiguously extract the time-dependent frequency components of the friction traces, 

allowing for detailed interpretation of dynamic, intermittent, or transient effects, even in 

‘noisy’ data. 

 
Figure 4.4 – The Morse wavelet. The Morse wavelet’s shape is determined by two parameters: γ, the symmetry 

parameter, which dictates the symmetry of the wavelet about its center, and P2, the time-bandwidth product, 

which is proportional to the wavelet duration in time. For the analytical wavelets used in the analysis in this 

work, γ = 3 was chosen because it corresponds to the maximum symmetry for Morse wavelets. P2 = 60 was 

chosen for a sufficiently large number of oscillations within the wavelet’s width to detect higher frequencies. 

Analytic wavelets like the Morse wavelet are complex-valued and thus contain real and imaginary components. 

Their Fourier transforms are only supported on the positive real axis. 

 

Briefly, a continuous wavelet transform is a convolution of an input signal (in this 

case a time series) with a set of scaled wavelet functions generated by a ‘mother wavelet’, 
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typically using a fast Fourier transform algorithm. The mother wavelet is a packet of wave-

like oscillations whose amplitude is maximal in the center of the wavelet and quickly 

approaches zero as t → ±∞ (a Morse wavelet is shown in Figure 4.4). The mother wavelet 

can then be stretched or compressed (scaled) in time with respect to a complete orthonormal 

set of basis functions, creating a wavelet series whose individual functions have varying 

duration but consistent shape (and therefore varying frequency). An input signal is then 

convoluted piece-wise with each of the series’ functions to determine the similarity, or 

‘coherence’, of the signal with the given wavelet, thus extracting which frequencies are most 

coherent with the input signal at a given time. In contrast to the short-time Fourier transform 

algorithm, which obeys the time-frequency uncertainty principle, ΔtΔω ≥ ½, the scaling 

feature of the wavelet algorithm allows for both excellent time and frequency localization 

when determining the time-varying frequency components of an input signal. To calculate 

the wavelet transforms of friction traces in this work, the MATLAB (MathWorks, version 9.3 

2017b) continuous wavelet transform function ‘cwt’ was used. 
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Figure 4.5 - Wavelet analysis of three different model signals. Simulated composite signals of frequencies f1 = 1 

Hz and f2 = 5 Hz and amplitudes A1 = 1 and A2 = 0.75 have been generated for A. sine, B. triangle, and C. saw-

tooth waveforms (left panels). At time t = 5 s, white noise with amplitude Anoise = 0.15 is introduced. The right 

panels illustrate the wavelet transforms of the time series on the left. The gray regions are the parts of the 

wavelet transform that fall outside of the ‘cone of influence’ (white dashed line), a boundary in time/frequency 

space where edge effects become significant  [29]. A. The sine wave results in a large amplitude band at 1 Hz 

and 5 Hz in the wavelet transform. B. The triangle wave results in weaker amplitude bands compared to the 

pure sine wave with the emergence of vertical spikes and overtones due to the sharp discontinuities in the time 

series. C. The saw-tooth wave (resembling stick-slip) results in still lower intensity bands and demonstrates 

more intense vertical spikes and overtones. For all model signals, introduction of white noise does not fully 

degrade the features in the wavelet transforms.  

To illustrate the information revealed from performing a wavelet transform on time-

series data, several differently-shaped model waveforms with two constituent frequencies (f1 

= 1 Hz, f2 = 5 Hz), and their corresponding wavelet transforms are shown in Figure 4.5. The 

amplitude of a given frequency contained in the time-series at a given time is plotted to 

provide a rich, detailed representation of the frequencies present.  

Different waveform shapes have specific characteristic features in the wavelet 

transform, which are robust against noise. Most notably, as the characteristic waveform 

becomes more asymmetrical and ‘sawtooth-like’ (like stick-slip friction), more overtones and 
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vertical frequency ‘spikes’ are observed in the wavelet transform. Therefore, wavelet 

transforms of friction traces should not only be able to easily characterize their frequencies, 

but also qualitatively determine if such frequencies are resonant frequencies of the system 

(sinusoidal, device specific) or stick-slip oscillations due to surface interactions (saw-tooth, 

surface and lubricant specific). 

 

4.3.6 Rheological measurements 

Rheological measurements were conducted using a TA Instruments DHR-3 

rheometer which is a combined motor and transducer instrument. The experiments conducted 

were stress controlled flow ramps using a 40-mm diameter cross-hatched stainless-steel 

parallel plate geometry. The cross hatched parallel plate configuration was selected to limit 

wall slippage. For each sample, two stress ramps were conducted as pre-conditioning 

experiments (similar to the friction experiment ‘sweep-out’ traces), to remove any initial 

internal structure of the films. The third stress ramp is reported for shear rates of 0 to 100 s-1. 

Temperatures were controlled at 25 °C for all experiments. 

 

4.4 Results and discussion 

4.4.1 Friction vs. velocity at varying loads 

Lubricating systems typically have velocity dependent friction forces. Over many 

orders of magnitude in velocity, it is not uncommon for the system to exhibit multiple 

increases and decreases (highs and lows) in the friction force traces (see Figure 4.6A for a 

schematic example). These increases and decreases in friction forces can usually be 

attributed to certain time- and length-scales characteristic to the molecular structure of the 

lubricant, surface features, and lubricant-surface interactions, which can be interpreted by the 
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Deborah number [30]. The Deborah Number, which is the relationship between the system’s 

relaxation time(s) and the time over which an interaction occurs (is measured), can similarly 

be represented as the relationship between the velocity of a system and the characteristic 

velocity or velocities, defined as the characteristic distance(s) divided by their relaxation 

time(s) [31]. In complex systems, there can be multiple relaxation times and length scales, 

giving rise to multiple maxima and minima in the friction force over many orders of 

magnitude of velocity. Experimental studies on three samples that span different aspects of 

these phenomena are further discussed, as well as their relation to friction dynamics.  
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Figure 4.6 - Average friction force vs. sliding velocity (Favg vs. v) at various loads, L, for three different 

samples. A. A schematic of a typical (blue) F vs. v relationship for two surfaces interacting with an intervening 

lubricating fluid. The prominent ‘peak’ at low velocities moves towards lower F and higher v as L is decreased. 

‘Stick-slip’ regimes are shaded and can occur when dF/dv is negative. Dashed blue lines have been added in the 

‘stick-slip’ regime for the ‘typical’ curve with the highest load to illustrate the stick-slip deviations/fluctuations 

from the average friction force. Other relationships with many peaks in F as v increases – arising from systems 

with multiple characteristic relaxations timescales– may also be observed, leading to multiple stick-slip and 

smooth sliding regimes at different velocities. As the velocity approaches zero, at a finite temperature, due to 

the relaxation times and bond lifetimes of the materials in the interacting surfaces and the fluid medium, thermal 

energy will allow the system to relax in a (nearly) force-free way and little to no friction force will be measured. 

B,C. Sample 1 exhibits increasing Favg with v for all L and an approximately linear Favg vs. L relationship. D,E. 

Sample 2 exhibits decreasing Favg with v for all L and a non-linear Favg vs. L relationship, especially at lower 

velocities. F,G. Sample 3 exhibits a mix of increasing and decreasing Favg with v for different L. The extent of 

stick-slip depends on the stiffness of the sensing mechanism. 
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4.4.2 Sample 1: Typical viscous fluid 

The first lubricant studied behaves as a typical viscous fluid in the velocity regime 

from 1 mm/s to 40 mm/s. As seen in Figure 4.6B, this fluid exhibits a gradual increase in the 

friction force with increasing shear velocity for all applied loads, indicating that in this load 

and velocity regime, the viscosity of the fluid dominates the friction behavior as in 

hydrodynamic lubrication [32] and as is typically seen in shear experiments at higher 

velocities (refer to high velocity regime in Figure 4.6A schematic). With increasing velocity, 

there is more resistance to shear due to the viscosity of the fluid, and thus the friction 

(strictly, lubrication) force increases. This type of lubrication force can be described by 

Couette flow, F|| = ηAV||/D, for two parallel plates of area A at separation D moving at 

relative velocity V||, where η is the bulk viscosity of the lubricating fluid. The friction vs. load 

curves, shown in Figure 4.6C, are linear and extrapolate through the origin (0,0), indicating 

there is no adhesion contribution to the friction force which is therefore strictly load and 

velocity dependent.  

 
Figure 4.7 - Friction traces as a function of load and velocity for Sample 2. The breadth of the friction signal at 

higher loads and velocities is indicative of resonant or stick-slip response.  
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4.4.3 Sample 2: Stick-slip exhibiting fluid 

The friction forces measured using Sample 2 as a lubricant (Figure 4.6D,E) exhibit 

the opposite trend with velocity as compared to Sample 1. The friction force decreases with 

increasing velocity in the same velocity and load regime as Sample 1, with a sharp decrease 

at higher loads (160-320 mN, Figure 4.6D). However, between 10 and 40 mm/s the friction 

force remains relatively constant. The steep decrease in friction force with sliding velocity 

may indicate a region where stick-slip friction is expected [33–35]. The stick-slip response in 

this regime is therefore analyzed further with wavelet transforms (Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9). 

Figure 4.7 shows plots of the friction traces for Sample 2 as a function of load and velocity 

where the breadth in F of a given uni-directional sliding event indicates stick-slip oscillations 

in the friction force. The friction vs. load curves are not completely linear, as displayed in 

Figure 4.6E. Rate-dependent viscous effects (shear-thinning) may explain why the friction 

force is higher at lower velocities. The surfaces may be moving slower than the characteristic 

time and length scale of the adhesive bonds between the fluid and surfaces, giving rise to 

higher friction forces at lower velocities. As the load is decreased, the steepness of the 

average friction as a function of velocity is reduced. These effects of load, and sliding speed, 

combined with the effects of temperature, and the elasticity of the system (including the 

surfaces, intervening fluid, and force-measuring springs) are inter-related in a complex way. 

In general, decreasing the load makes the lubricant more liquid-like: the maximum in the 

friction force decreases and is observed at higher velocities, and the negative slope regime 

decreases in magnitude and extent (its width in velocity space). The magnitude of the stiction 

spikes in the stick-slip regime now decrease, as does the velocity range over which stick-slip 

can be observed. These effects of load on the shape of the F vs. v curve (Figure 4.6D) as well 
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as the stick-slip magnitude and stick-slip velocity regime (Figure 4.9) are observed for 

Sample 2.  

4.4.4 Sample 3: Mixed behavior fluid 

Sample 3 exhibits two different regimes of friction behavior at different loads (Figure 

4.6F,G). At low loads, the friction force increases with increasing velocity (similar to Sample 

1), yet at higher loads (160-320 mN) there is an initial decrease in friction force from 1-10 

mm/s and then an increase. Structural changes of the fluid components upon higher 

compression may lead to the differing velocity and load dependence, thus affecting the force 

required to shear and time allowed for molecular rearrangements and alignment [36]. Other 

time-associated effects due to repeated shear at the same contact could also explain the 

variable trends with load [37]. This fluid shows an example of how testing multiple loads can 

exhibit drastically different friction forces compared to many studies that produce a Stribeck 

curve for only one load. Also, a simple friction coefficient would not be effective to describe 

the friction behavior in this fluid since the relation between friction and load (Figure 4.6G) is 

non-linear. As was interpreted for Sample 2, it appears the Favg vs. v curve is shifted towards 

lower F and higher v as the load is decreased during shearing. 

4.4.5 Wavelet interpretation and implications 

The friction traces for Sample 2 and their wavelet transforms are presented in Figure 

4.8. Sample 2 was selected for wavelet analysis due to the richness of stick-slip, oscillatory, 

and smooth sliding behavior exhibited at different loads and velocities. The steep negative 

trends in the Favg vs. v (for all L), along with the stiffness of the system, is a likely indicator 

of stick-slip sliding. Figure 4.8A shows that at low load and velocity (L = 20 mN, v = 4 

mm/s), the only frequency component present in the friction trace is a pure sinusoidal 
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oscillation at 120 Hz, indicative of mechanical resonance in the system. The horizontal band 

in the wavelet transform is steady and displays no significant overtones. Considering the Favg 

vs. v plot of Sample 2 in Figure 4.6D, the lack of stick-slip friction at this load and velocity is 

not surprising because the friction is nearly constant with increasing velocity at this load. 

Increasing the load to L = 80 mN at v = 4 mm/s, a combination of load and velocity which 

lies within a negative slope in Figure 4.6D causes the system to exhibit both mechanical 

resonance (160 Hz) and stick-slip sliding (26 Hz) responses (Figure 4.8B). The strong 

horizontal band in the wavelet transform is the fundamental stick-slip frequency which 

causes overtones at each slip event. The overtones cannot be sustained above the 160 Hz 

mechanical frequency, because all of the vibration energy is dissipated within the system’s 

resonance vibrations. Finally, increasing the load to L = 160 mN at v = 1 mm/s damps out 

most of the mechanical resonance in the system and results in a high amplitude stick-slip 

friction response with a fundamental frequency of approximately 5 Hz (Figure 4.8C). 

Overtones are clearly visible in the wavelet transform as weaker horizontal bands at higher 

frequencies. Figure 4.8D-F show wider sweeps in θ during which more complicated friction 

dynamics are observed, including switching modes from stick-slip to resonance vibrations 

(Figure 4.8D,E) and gradual changes in stick-slip frequency (Figure 4.8F). The richness of 

this information is not easily evaluated without applying a wavelet transform to the time 

series. The stick-slip frequencies and amplitudes are easily extracted from these types of 

analyses and may be modeled as predictors for various surface phenomena associated with 

friction in complex systems. 
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Figure 4.8 - Representative friction traces for Sample 2 and the corresponding wavelet transforms. displaying 

different frequency components at varied loads and velocities. Panels A-C depict smaller angle traces where 

system fluctuations are constant with time and Panels D-F show full 90° sweeps (~24 mm) with more complex 

time-dependent behavior. (Note: Panel E is the reverse sliding direction of Panel D for the same applied load, L 

= 80 mN, and velocity, v = 4 mm/s) A. (L = 20 mN, v = 4 mm/s) Pure mechanical resonance is observed at 125 

Hz with no observable stick-slip. B. (L = 80 mN, v = 4 mm/s) Mechanical resonance of approximately 100 Hz is 

imposed on a saw-tooth (stick-slip) signal at 26 Hz. C. (L = 160 mN, v = 1 mm/s) A stick slip signal at 

approximately 5 Hz is clearly characterized by a horizontal band and prominent vertical spikes and overtones. 

Note the mechanical resonance which is seen at the instant the surfaces slip apart after each stick event. These 

vibrations are damped out within milliseconds of further sliding. D. The full trace from Panel B is shown. 

Between t = 4 and t = 5 s, the mode of sliding briefly changes to sinusoidal mechanical resonance before 

returning to stick-slip motion. E. The reverse sliding direction of Panel D shows a transition to mechanical 

resonance at approximately the same location as the transition at t = 5 s in Panel D (t = 2 s in Panel E 
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corresponds to the same rotation angle as t = 5 s in Panel D), however, the mode of sliding does not return to 

stick-slip when sliding in this direction. F. (L = 320 mN, v = 4 mm/s) A gradual increase in stick-slip frequency 

from f = 8.0 Hz to f = 14.5 Hz is observed accompanied by a decrease in stick-slip amplitude by approximately 

11.5 mN.  

 
Figure 4.9 - Applied load vs. sliding velocity (L vs. v) phase diagrams for A. average stick-slip frequency 

response and B. stick-slip amplitude for experiments on Sample 2. White squares indicate the combinations of 

applied load and velocity measured to generate each phase diagram. Colored shading is generated by linearly 

interpolating between measured values. 

A summary of the stick-slip response at different loads and velocities for Sample 2 is 

presented in Figure 4.9, showing both the fundamental stick-slip frequencies (Figure 4.9A), 

and the stick-slip amplitudes (Figure 4.9B). This summarizing stick-slip ‘phase diagram’ can 

be easily generated for any materials system by algorithmically interpreting the wavelet 

transforms of friction traces at various loads and velocities. Because stick-slip friction can 

cause damage and wear in lubricated and non-lubricated systems, this type of rapid analysis 

may prove to be important for quickly evaluating the efficacy of lubricants at varying sliding 

parameters. 

 

4.5 Conclusions 

Friction can exhibit complex behavior when examining different parameters such as 

load and velocity, especially when considering transient or dynamic effects. We have 

designed and created a rotating disk (ball on disk tribometer) attachment for the SFA that 
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allows for friction to be measured at velocities ranging from mm/s to m/s with applied loads 

from 0.1 mN to tens of newtons (corresponding to contact pressures of kilopascals to 

megapascals). Friction forces from 0.1 mN to tens of newtons can be measured with 0.1 mN 

sensitivity. Wavelet transforms were used to extract the rich, dynamic frequency response 

contained within the friction traces. The wavelet transform method for analyzing friction data 

allows for mechanical resonances to be rapidly and unambiguously differentiated from stick-

slip sliding and can also measure other high-frequency transient effects. These combined 

techniques were used to study several complex fluids that exhibit viscous, stick-slip, smooth 

sliding, and mixed frictional behaviors. The rotating disk combined with wavelet analysis can 

be used for other applications involving high speed friction and dynamic adhesion, including 

damage and wear evaluation and sensory perception studies. 
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5 Automated measurements of hair-hair single-fiber adhesion 

 

5.1 Abstract 

The adhesion force between individual hair fibers is measured by observing, with 

optical video microscopes, the natural bending and adhesive jumps out of contact of 

individual hair fibers interacting in a cross-hair geometry. The hair fibers’ natural elastic 

responses, calibrated by measuring their natural resonant frequencies, were used to measure 

the forces. Using a custom-designed, automated apparatus to measure thousands of 

individual hair-hair contacts along millimeter length scales of hair, it was found that a broad, 

yet characteristic, spatially-variant distribution in adhesion force is measured on the 1 to 

1000 nN scale for both clean and conditioner-treated hair fibers. Comparison between the 

measured forces and forces modeled from the hairs’ surface topography (measured using 

confocal laser profilometry) are in good order-of magnitude agreement and have similar 

breadth and shape. The agreement between the measurements and the model suggests, 

perhaps unsurprisingly, that hair-hair adhesion is governed, under a first approximation, by 

the unique surface structure of the hairs’ cuticles and, therefore, the large distribution in local 

mean curvature at the various individual contact points along the hairs’ lengths. We posit, 

therefore, that hair care products could best control the surface properties (or at least the 

adhesive properties) between hairs by directly modifying hair microstructure via the 

controlled deposition of well-defined micro-/nanoparticles.  

5.2 Introduction 

 Healthy, shiny, smooth, and soft hair is desired by many people in different cultures 

around the world. However, due to aging from mechanical and chemical damage, the 
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morphology and chemistry of the hair fibers’ layered outer cuticles become non-uniform and 

deviate from their natural virgin properties [1, 2]. To mask or otherwise reverse the effects of 

this aging, hair products, such as conditioners and other chemical treatments, have been 

designed to modify hair surfaces with lipid monolayers or adsorbed polymers, such as 

silicones and waxes [3]. These surface-modifying layers can range in thickness from 1s to 

100s of nanometers and function by changing the surface energy and/or normalizing the 

micro-/nano-structure of hairs’ outer layers [4, 5]. Due to the biodiversity of human hair 

across various ethnicities, cultures, and age groups, formulating hair care products which can 

accomplish these tasks with similar efficacy, independent of the individual using the product, 

is a significant technological challenge [3]. It is also difficult to predict how surface 

treatments will influence the overall ‘manageability’ of an individual’s unique head of hair. 

Within the last 15 to 20 years, evaluating the efficacy of hair care products has 

involved correlating consumer surveys regarding the look and feel of untreated and treated 

hairs (both virgin and damaged) with the treatments’ formulas and their effect on the hairs’ 

surface properties, such as friction and adhesion [1, 2, 4–8]. Much of the previous work on 

characterizing the surface properties of hair, especially hair adhesion, has been conducted 

using asymmetrical systems whereby atomic force microscope (AFM) cantilevers with high 

(10s of nm radii) and low (10s of μm radii) curvature tips are rasterized around small areas of 

the hairs’ surfaces [1, 2, 5, 6, 9–14]. From these experiments, the spatial variations in surface 

energies of treated and untreated, virgin and damaged hair can be calculated.  

To use the information gained from conducting microscopic physical measurements in 

a more cost-effective and rapid way, it would be useful to somehow translate the physical 

information to accurate computer models, in which full heads of hair can be simulated and 
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altered according to damage and treatment. However, due to the complexity of the cuticle 

geometry, it is difficult to extrapolate these microscopic measurements to model the behavior 

of full heads of hair [15], with millions of individual fiber-fiber interactions, without 

explicitly defining such structure – a task that is computationally prohibitive. It is therefore 

necessary to symmetrically measure the forces between fibers, and not just between fibers 

and idealized probes, to gain a better understanding of how the nanoscopic surface properties 

of hair scale to the mesoscopic behavior of the physiologically relevant system. 

Symmetrical hair-hair adhesion and friction experiments have previously been 

conducted by other research groups by affixing short segments of hair to the ends of tip-less 

AFM cantilevers  [16–19]. Though this method can achieve ~10 pN normal and lateral force 

resolution, it requires painstakingly precise manipulation of small hair segments whose ends 

must be cut using either lasers [16] or focused ion beams [17–19] to avoid edge interactions 

within the AFM.  

In this work, to overcome the limitations caused by this complicated sample 

preparation and the previously discussed minimal range-of-motion available in AFMs, we 

present an apparatus specifically designed for measuring the adhesion force between fibers, 

which uses one of the interacting fibers as the force probe (Figure 5.1A). Similar assays have 

been used to measure the friction and adhesion of natural fibers [20] and polymer fibers  [21–

23], but the natural fiber experiments have been limited to the use of carbon or polymer 

probes. In the present work, the probe hair fibers are calibrated using various methods – 

including i) simply hanging weights of known mass from the end of the probe fiber, ii) 

deflecting the fiber against another well-calibrated spring of known constant, and iii) 

measuring both the free mass and the natural resonant frequency of the probe fiber – which 
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all agree within < 10% variation. Sufficiently long (2 to 3 cm) probe fibers can achieve 

effective spring constants at their free ends in the ~1 mN/m (1 nN/μm) range, which is 106 

and 102 times weaker than typical SFA and AFM cantilevers, respectively [24–26]. These 

weak spring constants allow for the measurement of adhesion forces as low as 1 nN by using 

a simple, low-resolution video microscope to measure the adhesive jumps-out of contact with 

~1 μm resolution. 

Adapting the above method for use in a traditional SFA Mark II (SurForce LLC) and 

taking advantage of the SFA’s pre-existing ability to electronically actuate the motion and 

relative positions of both fibers with sub-micron accuracy, we can reproducibly measure the 

adhesion force between highly-localized contact regions on each hair and automatically 

sample thousands of individual contact locations to generate overall and spatially-resolved 

adhesion force distributions. The magnitudes, and to some extent the shapes, of these 

distributions are reproducible and are predicted in this work from a model leveraging a 

combination of surface-topography measurements using laser profilometry and surface 

energy measurements via fiber tensiometry [27]. The agreement between the measured and 

modeled adhesion forces suggests that surface topography is the main cause of the large 

distributions in adhesion force. We therefore suggest that future hair care products may take 

advantage of this phenomenon by strategically controlling the surface morphology of hair 

fibers by depositing well-defined layers of microparticles whose geometry has been tuned for 

a specific purpose.  
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5.3 Methods 

5.3.1 The experimental apparatus 

The experimental apparatus used for this work, dubbed the Hair Adhesion Force 

Apparatus (HAFA, Figure 5.1), uses the main chamber, coarse z-control, and friction device 

top mount from a standard SFA Mark II (SurForce LLC). The SFA has been modified to 

accommodate a manual motion assembly – including y- and x-translation stages and a θx 

rotational stage – to which the probe hair is mounted. Figure 5.1 shows both photos and a 

schematic of the HAFA and the mounted hairs, defining the coordinate system and 

specifying the directions which the probe and fixed hairs are automatically actuated. Also 

shown are the optical axes and views from the top- and side-view cameras.  

The main premise of the HAFA technique, and the basis for the modifications to the SFA 

Mark II, is that a single, fairly-straight human hair fiber, when fixed at one end, functions as 

an elastic cantilever beam with elliptical cross-section (discussed further in Section 5.3.3). 

The free end of this ‘probe hair’ is allowed to interact with the surface of another fixed hair 

fiber in a crosshair configuration (angle between hair axes, θ ≈ 90°) and is viewed from the 

positive z- and x-directions, as defined in Figure 5.1A, during this interaction. After carefully 

calibrating the probe hair’s spring constant (Section 5.3.3), the adhesion force between the 

fibers is calculated by measuring the jump-out distance between the hairs after they separate 

under tension following adhesive contact (Section 5.3.2).  
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Figure 5.1 - Schematic and photos of experimental hair adhesion force apparatus. A) A schematic representation 

of the two interacting hair fibers on their respective mounts and translational stages. The probe hair is depicted 

in 4 states, 1) its initial position out of contact, 2) an intermediate position during approach towards contact, 3) 

under compressive load while in contact (the contact position on both the probe and fixed hair may have 

changed from the green and blue circles to the purple circle during compression), 4) under tensile load while in 

contact before an adhesive jump out. Also shown are the definitions for the coordinate system, the views from 

the top- and side-view cameras, and the definitions of the relative x-, y-, and z-positions, Dx, Dy, and Dz, of the 

probe hair with respect to its initial position, and the hair-hair separation distance, D. B) A labeled photograph 

of the overall HAFA setup. C) A photograph of the inside of the HAFA chamber depicting the various motion 

control components for the probe hair. D,E) Photographs of the bottom and top mounts with hairs affixed. F,G) 

Micrographs from the top- and side-view cameras depicting the probe and fixed hairs out of contact at some 

separation distance, D.  
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Discussed further in Sections 5.3.4-5.3.6, the HAFA also allows for control of various 

interaction timescales and velocities using computer controlled motors which move both the 

probe hair in the z-direction and the fixed hair in the y-direction. The HAFA, as with all 

SFAs, is enclosed in an environmentally controlled chamber whose temperature is 

equilibrated with a water-cooled experimental room and whose humidity is controlled using a 

saturated salt solution within the chamber. For the experiments presented in this chapter, the 

temperature and relative humidity were set at 25 °C and 65%, respectively, and monitored 

with a computer-connected Rotronic HCA2-S temperature and humidity probe.  

5.3.2 Hair detection and distance measurements 

Before assigning real-space distances to any objects in either microscope video feed, 

the microscopes must be calibrated at their focal planes. This was done for each microscope 

by focusing on a graticule with lines spaced at 100 μm and counting the average number of 

video pixels between the centers of the grating lines. For all experiments, the focal planes of 

the side- and top-view cameras are centered at the middle-most cross-section of the fixed hair 

perpendicular to the viewing direction. The calibrated and focuses video feeds are then auto-

contrast adjusted so that the top and bottom 1% of all pixel values are saturated. Then, 

manually-selected values for an isotropic gaussian filter radius, oversaturation filter 

(essentially a multiplication factor), and Sobel edge detection threshold are applied, forming 

a binary image of ‘kept’ pixels which denote pixels near the edge of all objects (hairs) in the 

image. Distances between specified pixels in these binary images are then calculated (Figure 

5.2). 

In the side-view video stream, the bottom edge of the probe hair and the top edge of 

the fixed hair are found by averaging the positions of the pixels within specified z-distances 
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of the extreme top and bottom edges of the ‘kept’ pixels. The difference between these two 

locations is tracked with time and is represented in Figure 5.2A. The distance between the 

hairs, D, is therefore taken as this difference minus the minimum value of this difference. 

The y-position of the probe is taken as the average y-position of the pixels near the extreme 

bottom edge of the probe (Figure 5.2A). 

In the top-view video stream, a similar image processing algorithm is applied. The x-

position of the probe is taken as the average x-position of the pixels near the free tip of the 

probe relative to the average x-position of the pixels at the far side (negative x) of the fixed 

hair. The y-position of the probe is taken as the average y-position of the same pixels used to 

calculate the x-position in the top-view camera. Tracking the position of the probe hair in this 

manner allows for real-time tracking of the probe hair in all three spatial dimensions, thus 

fully defining its motion. 

 
Figure 5.2 – Image processing and distance measurements. Image processing steps (1-6) and distances 

calculations performed on A) side-view and B) top-view video frames.  
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5.3.3 Hair spring constant calibration methods 

Treating the bottom free hair fiber as a simple cantilever beam with elliptical cross-

section whose minor axis is parallel to the z-direction, the deflection of the tip of the beam in 

the z-direction, Δz, is related to the force, L, applied to or by the cantilever to achieve that 

deflection by the relationship: 

𝐿 = 𝑘𝛥𝑧 

where k is the effective spring constant of the hair normal to the direction of deflection at the 

point where the force is being applied. If the force is applied very near the tip of the hair, 

then k is related to the dimensions and elastic properties of the cantilever by the relationship: 

𝑘 = 𝐸 (
3𝜋

4
) (
𝑎3𝑏

𝑙3
) 

where E is the elastic modulus of the hair, a and b are the minor and major radii of the 

elliptical cross-section, respectively, and l is the free length of the hair fiber.  

Previous experiments [17] have measured the adhesion force between hair fibers to be 

of the order 100 nN. Therefore, to measure subtle variations in adhesion force, a force 

resolution of ~1 nN is necessary. A simple 10x microscope objective with a numerical 

aperture (NA) of 0.25 has an optical resolution of ~1 μm when paired with a camera having 

sufficiently small pixels. Therefore, the spring constant, k, of the free hair must be ~1-10 

nN/μm, or ~1-10 mN/m, to measure these subtle forces using the adhesive jump-out 

distances from contact, Djump. For a typical Caucasian hair fiber, a ≈ 20-40 μm, b ≈ 30-50 

μm, and E ≈ 1-10 GPa. Therefore, to achieve a spring constant of ~1 nN/μm, the hair length 

must be between 1 to 3 cm. As such, the experimental apparatus has been designed so that 

the manual x-translation stage to which the probe hair is mounted can accommodate hairs 

between 1 and 4 cm in length. 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 
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Using these guidelines to design the system insures the probe hairs are close to the 

appropriate spring constant, however each fiber must be physically calibrated before the 

adhesion force can be measured. The three methods for determining the spring constant 

employed in this work, which are internally consistent within roughly 10% variance, are 

detailed below. Because of the similarities between each method, for most of the experiments 

presented in this work, the ‘resonant frequency’ method in Section 5.3.3.3 was used. 

5.3.3.1 Suspended masses 

The most conceptually straight-forward way of calibrating the spring constant of the 

probe hair is by hanging from its end small weights of known mass. Small coils of 96-μm-

diameter Nylon fishing line of various total lengths were used for this purpose and were 

massed using a Mettler Toledo UMX2 microbalance (±0.1 μg). The slope of the best fit line, 

passing through the origin, of the deflection of the probe hair, Dz, vs. the weight of the 

masses, w, is taken as the spring constant. This method is however the most difficult to 

implement in practice. Figure 5.11 in Appendix A, Section 5.7, shows the calibration of a 

hair used to validate this method as well as a nylon and PVC reference spring used for the 

calibration method described in the next section. 

5.3.3.2 Reference spring 

Alternatively, the hair may be calibrated against a reference cantilever of known 

spring constant (which can be calibrated by either of the methods described above or below). 

This method involves moving the probe hair at a constant z-velocity while tracking both the 

z-position of the probe hair and the z-position of the reference spring. It is straightforward to 

show that the spring constant of the probe hair is given by:  

𝑘 = 𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑣𝑎,𝑐

𝑣𝑎 − 𝑣𝑎,𝑐
 (5.3) 
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where kref is the spring constant of the reference spring, vh,free is the free velocity of the probe 

hair out of contact with the reference spring, and vh,contact is the velocity of the probe hair (and 

subsequently the reference spring) in contact. Two reference springs were used in these 

experiments: i) a segment of the same nylon fishing line used to fashion the hanging masses 

in the previous section, ii) a shim of poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) measuring approximately 50 

μm thick, 500 μm wide, and 18 mm long. The reference springs were calibrated using the 

‘suspended masses’ method and their calibration curves and spring constants are given in 

Figure 5.11.  

This method, though reproducible, is greatly affected by the relative orientations of 

the probe hair and the reference spring and could potentially damage the contact region of the 

probe hair due to sliding between the hair and reference spring during loading and unloading. 

It is also limited by the accuracy with which the reference spring has been calibrated. 

5.3.3.3 Fundamental resonant frequency 

Finally, the method used for most of the presented adhesion force measurements 

involves using a high-speed camera (~300 frames per second) to measure the fundamental 

resonant frequency of the probe hair as it freely vibrates after an adhesive jump out. Treating 

the probe hair as a cantilever beam with a uniform elliptical cross-section (a rough 

approximation, discussed above), this fundamental frequency is related to the spring constant 

of the probe hair by: 

𝑓0 =
𝐶

2𝜋
√

𝑘

0.24𝑚
 

where f0 is the fundamental resonant frequency of the probe hair, C is a shape constant which 

depends on the mode of vibration, and m is the mass of the entire free length of the probe 

(5.4) 
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hair. For these experiments, given that the probe hair is resonating freely and is not being 

driven by a resonating actuator, the mode of vibration is the first harmonic (or mode 1, with 

zero nodes) and, therefore, C = 1. 

The mass of the free length of the fiber is determined by first massing the un-mounted 

fiber on a Mettler Toledo UMX2 microbalance (± 0.1 μg) and measuring its length with a 

standard metric ruler (± 0.25 mm). The ratio of mass/length, ρl, is assumed constant for the 

fiber. After mounting the fiber and cutting it to the appropriate length for the measurement 

(~15 to 30 mm), the free length, lfree, is measured and the free mass is assumed to be m = 

ρl·lfree. 

To determine the resonant frequency of the probe hair, several high-speed videos 

(~300 frames per second) of individual adhesive jumps out are recorded and the inter-hair 

distances are measured for each according to the procedure detailed in Section 5.3.2. The 

continuous wavelet transform of D(t), giving its temporally-localized frequency response, is 

then computed using MATLAB’s built-in Wavelet Toolbox. The fundamental frequency of 

the probe fiber is computed as the frequency component of the wavelet transform with the 

highest power, or amplitude, in the temporal vicinity of the adhesive jump out (Figure 5.3) 

associated with the ‘ring-down’ frequency of the underdamped spring system. When 

computed for several videos, we find this frequency determination to be highly reproducible.  

Table 5.1 lists the spring constants for the hairs presented in this study and 

demonstrates, where applicable, that the ‘reference spring’ and ‘resonant frequency’ methods 

are in good agreement. 
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Figure 5.3 – Resonant frequency calibration method. A) Hair-hair separation distance, D, as a function of time, 

t, for an adhesive jump out of the probe hair segment of ‘Treated Hair 1’. The characteristic ‘ring-down’ of the 

under-damped system is clearly visible between 200 and 600 ms. B) Frequency spectra of D(t) computed using 

a continuous wavelet transform. The fundamental frequency, f0, is indicated by the open circle and is 

determined by averaging points along the white peak amplitude trace near where it levels off. The free mass of 

the probe hair segment, m, and the calculated spring constant, k, for this measurement are also indicated. 

 

Table 5.1 – Probe hair spring constants obtained via resonant frequency and reference spring methods (where 

applicable). Intervals on each k and f0, va, and va,c are 95% confidence bounds; intervals on l, ρl, and m are 

instrument resolution.  

 Resonant frequency method 
Reference spring method  
(kref = 51.5 ± 3.7 nN/μm) 

Hair specimen 
l ± 0.2 
(mm) 

ρl ± 0.05 
(μg/mm) 

m ± 0.1 
(μg) 

f0 
(Hz) 

k 

(nN/μm) 

va  
(μm/s) 

va,c 
(μm/s) 

k 

(nN/μm) 

Clean Hair 1  22.0 7.38 162.4 71.5 ± 3.1  7.3 ± 0.7 − − − 

Clean Hair 2 17.5 6.64 116.2 56.4 ± 1.0 3.51 ± 0.13 30.8 ± 0.3 2.03 ± 0.02 3.6 ± 0.3 

Clean Hair 3 21.0 9.63 202.2 48.1 ± 0.1 4.44 ± 0.02 − − − 

Clean Hair 4 18.0 5.66 101.9 52.6 ± 0.2 2.67 ± 0.02 − − − 

Clean Hair 5 21.0 7.13 149.8 49.6 ± 0.2 3.50 ± 0.02 29.7 ± 0.2 1.98 ± 0.03 3.7 ± 0.3 

Clean Hair 6 24.0 5.18 124.2 33.4 ± 1.0 1.31 ± 0.02 − − − 

Clean Hair 7 19.5 10.16 198.2 75.5 ± 0.6 10.7 ± 0.2 − − − 

Clean Hair 8 20.5 4.72 96.7 37.0 ± 1.0 1.25 ± 0.02 − − − 

Treated Hair 1 21.2 7.24 153.4 41.3 ± 0.5 2.48 ± 0.02 32 ± 0.1 1.54 ± 0.02 2.6 ± 0.2 

Treated Hair 2 23.5 7.42 174.3 36.2 ± 0.1 2.16 ± 0.06 31.7 ± 0.1 1.34 ± 0.03 2.3 ± 0.2 
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5.3.4 Control of experimental parameters 

 
 
Figure 5.4 – Schematic representation of hair-hair distance, D, and normal load, L, as a function of time, t, for a 

typical adhesion force measurement. The numbered time intervals correspond to the same numbered 

illustrations in Figure 5.1. The lettered time points depicted as gray dashed vertical lines correspond to the 

specific events indicated in the right column of labels. Parameters and variables are labeled as follows: 

approach/loading velocity, v+L; retraction/unloading velocity, v−L; approach time, ta; loading time, t+L; waiting 

time in contact, tw; unloading time, t−L; retraction time, tr; waiting time out of contact, tw,out; total time in contact, 

tc = t+L + tw + t−L; total time between experiments, Δt = tr + tw,out + ta; maximal load, Lmax = kt+Lv+L; adhesive 

jump-out distance, Djump; force of adhesion, Fad = k·(t−L – t+L) = kDjump. 

For a given adhesion force measurement, several physical parameters may be 

important, including: the approach/loading velocity, v+L, the retraction/unloading velocity, v-

L, the total time in contact, tc, the maximal load, Lmax = kv+Lt+L, and the time between the 

jump-out of the last adhesion experiment at the same location and the initial contact time of 

the current adhesion experiment, Δt. These parameters (except for tc) are controlled using a 

pair of Faulhaber MCDC3006 micro motion controllers. Figure 5.4 summarizes the relevant 
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controllable parameters and measurable variables associated with the normal motion, 

loading, unloading, and adhesive jumps out of the probe fiber. 

5.3.5 Local adhesion force measurements 

To measure the adhesion force between two hair fibers at a given contact location, the 

fibers are first brought into contact at some loading velocity, v+L. They are then loaded for an 

amount of time, t+L, such that the compressive force between the surfaces reaches some 

maximum load, Lmax = kv+Lt+L. After this time, the fibers are kept in contact, without loading 

or unloading, for an additional amount of waiting time, tw. The hairs are then separated at 

some unloading velocity, v-L, until they finally jump apart. The total time in contact, tc, is 

calculated as the amount of time between the first instant of contact between the fibers and 

the time of jump out. The fibers are separated after the jump at v−L for an additional retraction 

time, tr, and then held out of contact for an out-of-contact wait time, tw,out, after which another 

adhesion force measurement can take place. 

The values for the parameters used in the experiments presented in this work, which were 

kept constant for all measurements, are given in Table 5.2. Though not explored here, these 

parameters can be systematically varied to determine the dependence of the adhesion force 

on time and velocity, allowing us to consider relaxation processes, for example.  

Table 5.2 – Motion parameters used for adhesion force experiments. 

v+L (μm/s) v−L (μm/s) Lmax (nN) tw (s) tr (s) tw,out (s) δy,max (μm) 

30 ± 2 30 ± 2 500 ± 20 3 ± 0.1 3 ± 0.1 3 ± 0.1 500 

 

5.3.6 Spatially resolved adhesion force measurements 

Due to the characteristic spatial variations in the microscopic surface structure of 

human hairs, caused by the semi-periodic cuticle scale geometry, there is a broad distribution 
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in the local shape of contact points at which an adhesion measurement could take place. The 

adhesion between any two surfaces is also known to intimately depend on the interacting 

geometry. Therefore, to sufficiently sample all possible contact geometries, and therefore all 

possible measurable adhesion values, between a pair of hair fibers, it is important to 

systematically vary the relative positions of the interacting hair fibers. Given a large enough 

variance in the geometry, the number of measurements necessary to fully-sample this 

distribution could be (and perhaps always is) too large to sample manually.  

Therefore, for the purposes of this study, we have developed a routine to 

automatically perform individual adhesion experiments, according to input parameters 

specifying v+L, v−L, Lmax, tw, tr, and tw,out while simultaneously repositioning the fibers 

between experiments. We define here δy as the overall displacement of the top (fixed) hair 

relative to its starting position for a series of adhesion force measurements. The algorithm for 

repositioning the fixed hair takes as an input half the length of the fixed hair to be sampled, 

δy,max. Starting at the initial contact location of the first adhesion measurement in a series (δy 

= 0, Dy = Dy(tcontact)), the algorithm randomly chooses the direction and distance to move the 

fixed hair along its axis according to a random walk with a variable step size. The step 

distance is selected from a uniform distribution between 0 and ½δy,max. If the step would take 

the random walk outside of the range ±δy,max, it is reflected back into the allowed range 

by the remainder of the step which exceeds the maximum interval. This repositioning 

algorithm is repeated between each adhesion force measurement. For a given adhesive 

jump, the position of the probe hair along the fixed hair’s axis upon separation 

relative to the probe hair’s initial contact location on the fixed hair for the first 
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adhesion force measurement is therefore the sum of each fibers’ relative 

displacement, δy + ΔDy, where ΔDy = Dy(tjump) − Dy(tcontact). 

This method of repositioning the hairs was chosen because as the number of 

experiments, N, goes to infinity, a random walk with variable step size has a uniform 

distribution within a given interval (as opposed to the Gaussian or truncated-Gaussian 

distribution of a random walk with a uniform step size) but also maintains a small and 

predictable time between individual experiments when considering that repositioning 

the hairs is not instantaneous in practice. The random step size also insures that there 

is no unintended correlation between the chosen step size and the average feature size 

of the hair surface. The random position selection can only automatically reposition 

the fixed hair in the presented assay, however. Repositioning both hairs is more likely 

to fully sample the distribution of contact geometries (discussed further in Section 

5.4.3). 

5.3.7 Measuring surface topography with laser profilometry  

To estimate the effect of the hairs’ surface topography on the measured adhesion 

force, an Olympus LEXT OLS4000 laser confocal microscope was used to obtain surface 

height profiles of extended regions of the hairs’ surfaces containing the same regions that 

were contacted during the adhesion force measurements. The microscope uses laser 

interferometry to measure surface height with approximately 0.5 to 2 nm vertical resolution 

and 125 nm lateral resolution.  

Each 1024x1024 pixel image from the microscope, at 100x magnification (0.95 NA), 

is a square measuring 128 μm on a side. The microscope uses an imaging wavelength of 
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405 nm to obtain z-stacks of interferograms, containing 300 to 700 images each, with a pitch 

of 60 nm. These z-stacks are used to compute a single height map at each lateral position. 

The microscope was programmed to acquire a series of partially overlapping height maps 

which, in total, cover multiple millimeters along the hairs’ axes (2.6 mm for the top hairs and 

0.55 mm for the bottom hairs). Using automatic feature detection, matching, and registration, 

and affine image transformations contained in the MATLAB Image Processing Toolbox, the 

acquired set of height maps was stitched together into a continuous height profile with 

vertical and lateral resolution equal to that of the individual images. These stitched images 

were further processed using an anisotropic median filter to reduce pixel spot noise and sharp 

features, thereby eliminating erroneously-large curvatures from the topographical maps. 

5.3.8 A simple adhesion force model based on hair surface topography 

Using the surface profile data acquired from laser profilometry for each pair of hairs 

as a function of lateral position, we define the height, z, at any lateral position, x and y as z = 

S(x,y). Therefore, the local mean curvature, H, of each height profile is calculated using the 

relationship: 

2𝐻 = −∇ ∙ (
∇(𝑧 − 𝑆)

|∇(𝑧 − 𝑆)|
) 

= ∇ ∙ (
∇𝑆 − ∇𝑧
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) 
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)
2
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− 2
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Figure 5.5 shows the surface profile of a hair segment, colored with the local mean curvature. 

Positive curvature (yellow) indicates convex curvature relative to the surface normal, and 

(5.5) 
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negative curvature indicates concave curvature relative to the surface normal. The mean 

curvature of the difference in height, d, between two super-imposed sections of each hair is 

calculated in a similar fashion and is depicted in Figure 5.6. The curvature of this difference 

surface at its minimum point, dmin, for a given pair of superimposed sections of hair is taken 

as Heff = 1/Reff for the contact between the hairs at that point. This effective radius 

corresponds to the radius of a ‘sphere-on-flat’ contact which would exhibit equivalent 

adhesion force (given the same conditions of temperature, pressure, humidity, separation 

velocity, etc.). A first approximation, the adhesion force is therefore given by: 

𝐹ad = −4𝜋𝑅eff𝛾 

where Fad is the force of adhesion between the two surfaces at a given contact point (negative 

forces are adhesive, positive forces are repulsive), and γ is the average surface energy of the 

hair, which has been measured previously using a fiber tensiometer [8, 27]. For the purposes 

of this model, we will assume γ = 26 mJ/m2, as measured for clean hair [8, 27]. The treatment 

used for the treated hairs in this study is not known to dramatically change the surface 

energy, and therefore γ = 26 mJ/m2 is used for these experiments as well. Models of other 

treatments may require a different surface energy to best fit the measured adhesion force 

data. 

(5.6) 
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Figure 5.5 – Hair surface topography from laser confocal microscopy. A) Optical micrograph from laser 

confocal microscope depicting ~400 μm near the tip of the probe hair segment of Clean Hair 8. B) The larger 

plot shows the ~125 μm long surface height map from the boxed region of the image in panel A) with the 

coloration corresponding to the local mean curvature at each point. The color scale in the larger image is 

saturated at both positive and negative curvature to give higher contrast to the surface features. The zoomed 

orange inset corresponds to the outlined region on the larger plot and has a full color scale with no saturation.  

Using this simplified model, the spatial and overall distribution of randomly sampled 

adhesion forces has been calculated for selected sub-regions of the imaged hair surfaces by 

calculating Fad for each possible relative lateral position. The dimensions of the sub sections 

used to calculate each modeled adhesion force distribution correspond to the real physical 

dimensions of the adhesion force measurements. For example, if the fixed hair was 

automatically translated within a 1 mm  sampling range during the adhesion force 

measurements, and the probe hair was observed to translate 15 μm along its axis due to its 

own natural bending, then the simulated adhesion distributions would be calculated by 
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comparing each permutation of the two hair images within 1 mm on the top hair and 15 μm 

on the bottom hair. 

 
Figure 5.6 – Schematic demonstration of calculating Reff using differential geometry. A) Two surface height 

maps, colored by their local mean curvature, H, from sections of two separate hairs superimposed with their 

root-to-tip axes oriented at 90°. The external surfaces of the hairs are facing each other, therefore the ‘top hair’ 

height data has been rotated 180° about the y-axis after acquisition. The point of closes approach, dmin, is 

indicated with an orange circle on each hair and an orange double arrow. The difference in height, d, within the 

orange, outlined regions on each surface is shown in B). B) Surface plot of the difference in height between the 

top and bottom hair, colored by local mean curvature of this difference surface, Heff, within a region near the 

point of closest approach, dmin. Heff(dmin) is assumed to be the effective ‘sphere-on-flat’ curvature at the point of 

closest approach, used to model the force of adhesion between the hairs at that point. The model computes this 

curvature for thousands of different relative positions of the top and bottom hairs. 

 

5.4 Results and Discussion 

5.4.1 Reproducibility of local adhesion force measurements 

By following the protocol detailed in Section 5.3.5, the adhesion force between two 

hair fibers has been repeatedly measured within the same approximate contact region (±2 to 5 

μm) along each fiber’s axis. From these localized experiments, the measured adhesion force 

may either be highly reproducible and approximately single-valued, or exhibit several 

distinct, reproducible modes. This is best demonstrated in Figure 5.7 which shows six 

replicate adhesion force measurements, acquired during HAFA development and testing, 

whose jump distances (and therefore adhesion forces) modulate between two distinct values. 
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Each of the two jump distances is highly reproducible, shown in Figure 5.7A, and correspond 

to specific lateral positions, Dy, along the fixed hair (Figure 5.7B). 

To explain the observed multi-modal behavior in adhesion force, we note that, due to 

non-idealities in the probe hair’s shape – including variations in diameter, ellipticity, twist 

angle, internal composition, cuticle thickness, and cuticle density – it is challenging, if not 

impossible, to determine a single major bending mode for a given fiber. Therefore, upon 

application of increased compressive force (L) between the hair fibers after contact, the 

position of the probe hair along the axis of the fixed hair (Dy) relative to its initial contact 

position may change. This allows the probe hair to sample different areas of the fixed hair 

during loading and unloading. We believe, therefore, that the differences in the modes of 

adhesion force correspond to the different geometries of different local minima in the 

overlapping hairs’ surface structures in which the probe hair may get trapped within its 

sliding path during unloading. These different local geometries have different effective radii 

of contact, Reff, assuming a single-asperity model, and, given the cuticle structure of hair 

fibers, can result in orders of magnitude variations in adhesion force, Fad, for a single pair of 

fibers (even if the surface energy of the hair, γ, is assumed to be spatially invariant). 
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Figure 5.7 – Characteristic D and Dy traces during a series of adhesion force measurements. A) Hair separation 

distance, D, plotted as a function of time, t. The particular automation segments, labeled with their respective 

time intervals, are indicated in various shades of gray. There are two distinct modes of Djump (and therefore 

adhesion force) present during this experiment, labeled with black double arrows and classified by the purple 

and green dashed lines. B) The lateral displacement of the probe hair segment, Dy, plotted as a function of time, 

t, for the same trace in A). Lateral jumps of the probe hair upon jump out are labeled with black arrows. The 

lateral location corresponding to the two different modes in Djump are reproducible and also indicated with 

purple and green dashed lines. Lateral slips in the Dy traces during the higher-adhesion cycles are circled in 

green and align with the lateral jumps of the lower-adhesion cycles. 

When sampling small enough areas of hair, like in the case where the relative hair 

positions are not intentionally varied between measurements, the effect of surface topography 

will result in few distinct modes in the adhesion force histogram associated with the small set 

of local adhesive minima available to the probe hair in that area. 

5.4.2 Effect of contact location on adhesion force 

Given the multi-modal nature of the adhesion force between the hair fibers and the 

assumption that these modes arise from heterogeneities in the surface structure (and 

chemistry) of both the probe and fixed hairs, in order to fully characterize the adhesion force 

between two fibers, it is necessary to randomly sample, with thousands of individual 

measurements, the local adhesion force over large lengths of hair (> 500 μm). This is 
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accomplished by repositioning the top fiber along its cylindrical axis between individual 

measurements (discussed further in Section 5.3.6). Because of the loosely-correlated nature 

of the cuticle edge separation distance along the axes of hair fibers, the new position of the 

fiber after a given adhesion force measurement is chosen using a random walk with variable 

step size. This choice limits the potential for over-sampling the same type of location, be it 

cuticle edge or cuticle flat, along the hair fiber, which could be common if a uniform step 

size was chosen which correlates well with the average inter-cuticle distance.  

This series of adhesion measurements for a given pair of hairs, in combination with 

simultaneous tracking of the relative positions of the probe and fixed fibers, allows us to 

develop overall (Figure 5.8) and spatially-resolved (Figure 5.9) adhesion force histograms 

which fully characterize the expected probability distribution of adhesion forces within the 

length of hair measured. The overall distributions in Figure 5.8, though somewhat varied in 

their shape, are all within the same range of forces (0 to ~1500 nN) and have similar 

breadths. It is also universal, regardless of the overall shape, for each distribution to have at 

least one mode in the 100 to 200 nN range, with additional modes, like those seen in Clean 

Hairs 6 and 7, potentially extending above 500 nN.  

We observe a mostly uniform adhesion force distribution with space, however, there 

are regions in which a particular mode of adhesion force may dominate. This spatial modality 

is most easily observed for Clean Hair 7 (Figure 5.9A). The lower and higher modes in the 

overall adhesion distribution are localized in space between -400 and -200 μm and between 

100 and 400 μm, respectively. Other more subtle spatial variations are observed in the 

distributions in Figure 5.9B-C. Though not depicted here, changing the contact region on the 

probe hair by manually translating it along its axis between a series of experiments causes 
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subtle changes in the overall adhesion distribution. Because of this effect, we believe that 

future implementations of the HAFA should include the ability to automatically translate the 

probe hair as well. The adhesion force model presented in Sections 5.3.8 and 5.4.3 further 

corroborates this conclusion. 

This rich information allows for confident course-graining of the adhesion 

distribution and can be applied in models of full heads of hair [15] by selecting a random 

sample of adhesion forces from the measured distribution for each simulated hair-hair 

contact. 

 
Figure 5.8 – Overall adhesion force histograms for eight pairs of clean, single-sourced, virgin hairs. All 

experiments were conducted at ~62% relative humidity and ~24 °C with motion parameters given in Table 5.2. 
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Figure 5.9 – Spatially resolved adhesion force distributions for A,B) clean and C,D) treated hair specimens. The 

2D histogram plots the probability of measuring a particular adhesion force (vertical bins) within a range of 

locations along the fixed hairs length (horizontal bins). The top bar chart of each panel shows how many 

individual ahdesion measurements were conducted within a particular horizontal bin. The left, rotated, 1D 

histogram in each panel shows the overall probability, avarged along the fixed hairs length, of measuring a 

particular adhesion force for the given pair of hairs. 
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5.4.3 Comparing measured and modeled adhesion force distributions 

The surface topography of the HAFA contact regions of each of the four pairs of hair 

segments presented in Figure 5.9 has been measured ex situ according to the procedure 

detailed in Section 5.3.7. With this topographical information, the adhesion force between the 

probe and fixed fiber segments has also been modeled according to the procedure in Section 

5.3.8. The resulting overall adhesion force histograms calculated by superimposing the full 

image range of the model are presented in orange in the top plots Panels A-D in Figure 5.10. 

The full image range from the topographical data over-represents the length-scales measured 

in the HAFA, but already begins to reproduce the main features of the empirical adhesion 

force distributions. For example, the overall range in forces, from approximately 1 to 1000 

nN is well represented in the model. The tails the full-image model distributions extend to 

very high forces and are effectively asymptotic. This asymptotic behavior is impossible to 

fully reproduce in the physical experiments with such small N, but the measurements do 

suggest an extended, high-adhesion force tail would be observed. The model histograms also 

have major peaks around 100 to 200 nm in all cases, which is in good agreement with the 

measured distributions. And have similar spatial variations in adhesion force, as 

demonstrated in the righthand panels of Figure 5.21-Figure 5.24. 

Finally, the model distribution for ‘Clean Hair 7’ in Figure 5.10A reproduces a large 

shoulder, extending to > 350 nN. We believe this shoulder, observed in both the measured 

adhesion force distribution and the model distribution, is due to the fact that the cross section 

of Clean Hair 7 was in fact more bean-shaped than elliptical. This is most readily noticeable 

from the horizontal hair image in Figure 5.13 in Appendix B, Section 5.8. Along the entire 

length of the top hair, there is a macroscopically concave feature, not only giving the hair low 
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curvature within that feature, but also causing there to be two separate convex curvature 

regions for any given position along the hair’s axis. This complex morphology might be 

characteristic in a given individual’s head of hair, and we believe that instead of avoiding 

non-ideal geometries due to their difficulty to measure, it is best to characterize all possible 

manifestations of the hair system. Both the HAFA technique and the adhesion model can 

capture these complexities equally well. 

 To even better represent the measured histograms using the surface topography 

model, the model distributions have been sub-sectioned into relevant lengths scales of each 

hair fiber (1000 μm along the top hair and 10-35 μm on the bottom hair). When subdividing 

the “full image range” distributions into smaller sections, we can compute for each 

subsection’s overall histogram a statistical parameter, “Y2”  [28], which captures the 

goodness of fit between two randomly-sampled, binned distributions (the model and HAFA 

adhesion force distributions in this case). The statistical parameter is a modified version of 

Karl Pearson’s χ2 parameter for determining goodness of fit between categorical 

distributions, which has been adapted to better represent comparisons between histograms 

which have some bins with counts ≤ 10. For a two-sample test [29] of multinomial 

distributions (like the data we have generated with the HAFA and the model), the parameter 

takes the form: 
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√
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where NB is the total number of bins containing > 0 counts for both distributions, Ri and Si 

are the histogram counts in the ith bin for each distribution, and ν is the number of degrees of 

(5.7) 
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freedom, which is equal to NB − 1 for this system having no fitting parameters. Finally R and 

S are the total number of counts in each distribution: 

𝑅 = ∑𝑅𝑖

𝑁𝐵

𝑖=1

                    𝑆 =  ∑𝑆𝑖

𝑁𝐵

𝑖=1

 

Computing the Y2 parameter also allows for the calculation of a p-value between the two 

distributions to determine whether they are significantly different. However, given the size of 

the distributions (R > 1000 for the measured distributions and S > 400,000 for the model 

distributions), the p-value always reports that the distributions are different. Nevertheless, we 

can still use the calculated Y2 for each physically relevant spatial sub-section of the model 

distribution to find the “best-fit” sub-section where the model and measured data agree most 

strongly. This “best-fit” sub-section will reside where Y2 is at its minimum. Figure 5.13-

Figure 5.16 in Appendix B, Section 5.8 plot the Y2 parameter as a function of location along 

the hair images for each of the four hairs studied in this work. The minimum Y2 parameter is 

indicated and the overall adhesion force distribution associated with this minimum Y2 

parameter is plotted in the bottom panels of Figure 5.10A-D.  

The “best-fit” distributions better represent the shapes of the measured distributions. 

We believe this is due to the fact that they are sampled from physically-relevant lengths of 

hair. The most striking resemblance is found again for Clean Hair 7 in the bottom panel of 

Figure 5.10A. The shoulder from the model distribution almost perfectly matches the second 

mode in the measured distribution, though the lower forces are still over-represented in the 

model. The agreement between the “best-fit” modeled and measured distributions, though 

encouraging, does not imply that we have found, using this model, the true location along the 

probe and fixed hairs from which the measured distributions have been sampled. We can 

(5.8) 
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conclude, however, that the model verifies the notion that there exists a combination of 

surface topographies for a given pair of hair segments which can, using no free fitting 

parameters (the surface energy, γ, of 26 mJ/m2 is fixed), predict the general shape and 

magnitude of the measured distributions.  

We have also compared the measured adhesion force distributions to the modeled 

distributions from different hair surfaces to study if similar results can be obtained for models 

which could not have contained the same surface topographies as the lengths of hair studied 

in the HAFA. The results from these ‘cross-comparisons’ are shown in Figure 5.10E-H, and 

Figure 5.17-Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.25-Figure 5.28 in Appendix B, Section 5.8. These plots 

are all identical to the direct comparisons described above, however the pairing of modeled 

to measured distributions has been switched (comparing HAFA data from Clean Hair 7 to the 

surface topography model from Clean Hair 8, for example). The major conclusion from this 

‘cross-comparison’ study is that “best-fit” model distributions tend to sacrifice overall shape 

for better agreement with the mean of the distribution. After obtaining these cross-

comparisons, it is most useful to compare the bottom “best-fit” panels to their direct-

comparison counterparts (comparing Figure 5.10A to E, B to F, C to G, and D to H). For all 

cross-comparisons but the one between measured Clean Hair 7 and modeled Clean Hair 8, it 

is difficult from inspection to determine whether the direct- or cross-comparison is a better fit 

for the HAFA data. However, again, the complicated shape of the Clean Hair 7 morphology 

caused the HAFA adhesion for distribution to only be best represented by the model 

distribution obtained from the same hairs. Though the “best-fit” model distribution from 

Clean Hair 8 for the measured distribution from Clean Hair 7 (Figure 5.10E, bottom panel) 
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has an extended tail, it cannot capture the shape of the higher mode of adhesion from the 

HAFA measurements. 

Because the model and measurements agree well when applied over the same length 

scales of hair, it is satisfying to assume that if the probe hair, in addition to the fixed hair, 

were randomly and automatically translated along its axis between individual adhesion force 

measurements, the measured adhesion force distributions would converge to the “full-image 

range” model distributions, given enough replicate measurements. However, a few caveats 

remain in this assumption: i) the surface topography model treats all surface features as 

infinitely rigid asperities, ii) if the surfaces contact at a very high curvature, localized asperity 

(like that associated with a contaminant or a highly-raised cuticle edge), the model does not 

allow for the surfaces to readjust their positions to slide past the asperity, iii) similarly, 

though each surface is locally planarized with respect to the x-y plane preceding each Reff 

calculation, the height maps are not planarized with respect to one another, iv) the surfaces 

are not allow to translate laterally until they find the closes local minimum in surface 

curvature for a given Reff calculation. These caveats preclude the model from perfectly 

representing the measured distributions, and in effect cause the model to over-represent 

lower radius (lower adhesion force, higher energy) contacts. Future work to account for these 

limitations would prove useful. 
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Figure 5.10 – Comparison of experimentally measured adhesion forces using HAFA (Exp:) and modeled 

adhesion forces using surface topography (Model:) for the four hair samples studied in this work (clean, 

A,B,E,F; treated C,D,G,H). For each main panel A-H, the top sub-panel shows the model histogram calculated 

using the full range of acquired profilometry data, while the bottom sub-panel shows the model histogram 

calculated using the best-fit sub sections of each fixed/probe hair which correspond to the physically-relevant 

lengths of hair measured during the HAFA experiments. Panels A-D show comparisons where the HAFA and 

profilometry data come from the same hairs while panels E-F compare experiment/model data from dissimilar 

hairs to demonstrate the robustness of the model. 
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5.5 Conclusions 

Using a specially-designed modification to an SFA Mark II, dubbed the “hair adhesion 

force apparatus” we can measure the overall and spatial distributions in adhesion force 

between individual human hair fibers with ~1 nN force resolution and ~1 μm spatial 

resolution (in one dimension). The technique is the first example of using the hair fibers 

themselves to determine the surface forces. This approach is easier to implement than similar 

AFM-based adhesion force measurements and allows the hairs to bend naturally with the 

forces that would be present in the native environment within a head of hair. We find that, 

universally, for the clean and treated samples measured in this study, which do not have 

significant surface modifications compared to a natural hair surface, there exists at least one 

mode of adhesion force within 100-300 nN (or corresponding to local curvatures of ~1-2 

μm). Additional modes may also be present, depending on the surface geometry of the hair.  

Making only a single assumption about the surface energy of the hair fibers, an 

adhesion force model, which considers the ex situ-determined surface topography of the hairs 

measured in the HAFA, can predict the magnitude, range, and shape of the measured 

adhesion force distributions. More careful statistical considerations allow for the model to 

capture subtleties in the distributions with adequate fidelity. The combination of these two 

techniques gives further insight into just how important the surface features of hair fibers can 

be in modulating the adhesion within a full head of hair. Perhaps from these experiments, 

novel hair care products which attempt to control surface morphology using the intentional 

deposition of micro-scale particles of specific geometries can be developed. Finally, the 

distributions obtained in this work may provide a foundation for more complex models of 
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full heads of hair which can coarse-grain these phenomena by sampling from distributions 

with similar shapes. 
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5.7 Appendix A: Spring Constant Calibrations 

 
Figure 5.11 – ‘Suspended mass’ method spring constant calibration curves for A) a hair cantilever used during 

validation, B) a PVC reference spring, and C) a nylon reference spring. Error ranges are 95% confidence 

intervals for the dashed best-fit lines. D) A schematic representation of the hanging mass method showing the 

cantilever before (gray, dashed) and after (black, solid) a hanging weight, w, is positioned at its free end. Dz is 

the displacement of the tip of the cantilever between the “force-free” position and the position with the hanging 

mass. 
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Figure 5.12 – Reference spring calibration method. The position A) and velocity B) traces for both a hair 

cantilever (blue) and nylon reference spring (orange) used to validate the reference spring constant calibration 

method. Three separate loading and unloading cycles are shown, from which the hair’s spring constant is 

calibrated. For this experiment, kref = 10.0 ± 0.3 nN/μm (Figure 5.11C), va ≈ 10.0 μm/s, va,c ≈ 6.0 μm/s; 

therefore, khair ≈ 15.0 ± 0.5 nN/μm. 
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5.8 Appendix B: Goodness-of-fit maps comparing measured and modeled adhesion force distributions 

 
Figure 5.13 – Goodness of fit map between measured adhesion forces from Clean Hair 7 and surface profilometry model from Clean Hair 7. Corresponds to the 

histograms in Figure 5.10A. Y2 increases from blue to yellow. Approximately 400 μm of the probe hair (bottom hair) and approximate 2.5 mm of the fixed hair 

(top hair) are shown and are aligned to scale with the vertical and horizontal axes, respectively. The Y2 goodness-of-fit parameter is calculated for the overall 

adhesion force distribution modeled using an overall translation of 1 mm of the top hair and 15 μm of the bottom hair centered at each point in the goodness-of-

fit map. The open red circle on the goodness-of-fit map indicates the minimum Y2 parameter which was calculated from the segments of hair within the red 

boxes. 

  
Figure 5.14 – Goodness of fit map as in Figure 5.13 but for measured adhesion forces from Clean Hair 8 and surface profilometry model from Clean Hair 8. 

Corresponds to the histograms in Figure 5.10B. Translation distance used for the top hair segment in the model was 10 μm.  
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Figure 5.15 – Goodness of fit map as in Figure 5.13 but for measured adhesion forces from Treated Hair 1 and surface profilometry model from Treated Hair 1. 

Corresponds to the histograms in Figure 5.10C. Translation distance used for the top hair segment in the model was 25 μm. 

 
Figure 5.16 – Goodness of fit map as in Figure 5.13 but for measured adhesion forces from Treated Hair 2 and surface profilometry model from Treated Hair 2. 

Corresponds to the histograms in Figure 5.10D. Translation distance used for the top hair segment in the model was 35 μm.  
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Figure 5.17 – Goodness of fit map as in Figure 5.13 but for measured adhesion forces from Clean Hair 7 and surface profilometry model from Clean Hair 8. 

Corresponds to the histograms in Figure 5.10E. Translation distance used for the top hair segment in the model was 10 μm. 

  
Figure 5.18 – Goodness of fit map as in Figure 5.13 but for measured adhesion forces from Clean Hair 8 and surface profilometry model from Clean Hair 7. 

Corresponds to the histograms in Figure 5.10F. Translation distance used for the top hair segment in the model was 15 μm. 
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Figure 5.19 – Goodness of fit map as in Figure 5.13 but for measured adhesion forces from Treated Hair 1 and surface profilometry model from Treated Hair 2. 

Corresponds to the histograms in Figure 5.10G. Translation distance used for the top hair segment in the model was 35 μm. 

  
Figure 5.20 – Goodness of fit map as in Figure 5.13 but for measured adhesion forces from Treated Hair 2 and surface profilometry model from Treated Hair 1. 

Corresponds to the histograms in Figure 5.10H. Translation distance used for the top hair segment in the model was 25 μm.
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Figure 5.21 – Overall (left) and spatially resolved (right) adhesion force distributions corresponding to the 

measured adhesion force from Clean Hair 7 (top) and the modeled forces for Clean Hair 7 from its surface 

topography (bottom). The modeled forces use the sections of the top and bottom hair segments boxed in red 

in Figure 5.13 corresponding to the minimum Y2 parameter. Top hair contact locations for both measured 

and modeled data are relative to the center of the total interval. 

 
Figure 5.22 – Adhesion distributions as in Figure 5.21 but for measurements from Clean Hair 8 and 

modeled forces from Clean Hair 8. Modeled distributions correspond to the red boxed regions in Figure 

5.14. 
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Figure 5.23 – Adhesion distributions as in Figure 5.21 but for measurements from Treated Hair 1 and 

modeled forces from Treated Hair 1. Modeled distributions correspond to the red boxed regions in Figure 

5.15. 

 
Figure 5.24 – Adhesion distributions as in Figure 5.21 but for measurements from Treated Hair 2 and 

modeled forces from Treated Hair 2. Modeled distributions correspond to the red boxed regions in Figure 

5.16. 
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Figure 5.25 – Adhesion distributions as in Figure 5.21 but for measurements from Clean Hair 7 and 

modeled forces from Clean Hair 8. Modeled distributions correspond to the red boxed regions in Figure 

5.17. 

 
Figure 5.26 – Adhesion distributions as in Figure 5.21 but for measurements from Clean Hair 8 and 

modeled forces from Clean Hair 7. Modeled distributions correspond to the red boxed regions in Figure 

5.18. 
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Figure 5.27 – Adhesion distributions as in Figure 5.21 but for measurements from Treated Hair 1 and 

modeled forces from Treated Hair 2. Modeled distributions correspond to the red boxed regions in Figure 

5.19. 

 
Figure 5.28 – Adhesion distributions as in Figure 5.21 but for measurements from Treated Hair 2 and 

modeled forces from Treated Hair 1. Modeled distributions correspond to the red boxed regions in Figure 

5.20. 




